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Chapter One
General Considerations;

Date, Pb.rpqae.

"In lapidary inscriptions a man is not upon oath":

Dr. J ohnson.
The Ogham inscriptions found in the Dark-Age kingdom of
Pictland form a :fairly homogeneous group., distinctive in type and
context from the Irish ogham inscriptions.

It seems fairly clear

that the Picts borrowed the Ogham alphabet from the Irish settlers in
the West of Scotland (late 5th century onwards), and then used it to
wr1 te inscriptions in a language unknown to us.

this

w~

round and not the other

reasons:

~

That the loan was

seems likely for the following

first, the Irish inscriptions, where they can be dated, lie

mostly in the fifth (or late fourth) to seventh centuries (with
outliers ranging from the eighth to nineteenth centuries), whereas the
Pictish oghams seem to centre on the eighth to ninth centuries (see
below);

secondly, the forfeda are agreed to be a later introduction
1
into the Ogham alphabet , and the Plctish inscriptions are far more

heavily endowed with them than are the Irish ones;

thirdly, the

relative abundance of Ogham inscriptions in Ireland as opposed to
Scotland implies that their home was there;

fourthly, in the fourth

century (when the Ogham alphabet was probably invented), Ireland had
the necessar.y cultural contacts with Roman civilisation, both through
Wales and probably directly by sea as well, to have invented it;

such

contacts, if they existed in Pictland, were probably considerably less
abundant.

2

It hardly needed proving that the loan was from Irish to

1. Mao White, ZCP. xxviii and re fs.
2. Though the Colchester tablet is evidence for some contact:

below,p.

Jl.

2

Pictish, but it is as well that this should be perfectly clear.
What appears to have happened is that the Picts learned the
Ogham alphabet from the Irish, presumably at some time between the
fifth and the eighth centuries (this being the latest possible date for
the earliest Pictish ogham stones), and then used it for their own
purposes, at first to supplement the well-known P1ctish symbols (which
were arising as a class at about the same time), and later on with
Christian crosses and by itself on

slab~

The evidence for this will

be seen in the course of the introduction.
So few words are at all recognisable when the inscriptions
are transliterated that it is tempting to suggest that they are nonsense,
or that we are not using the right transliteration key.

But what

refutes this is th~ fact that occasionally (and not all that
infrequently) there is a recognisable word, usually a name.

This

means that we must be using the right method of transliteration, and
that parts of some of the inscriptions, at least, make some aense.
it does not prove that all the inscriptions make complete sense:

But
it is

quite possible that the local Pictish upper classes decided, from
knowledge of Irish practice, that Ogham memorials were the desirable
thing to have, and had them executed by people who did not bother to
provide a completely lucid

inscriptio~

But this is rendered less

probable by the chattel inscriptions that occur, and also by those
inscriptions such as the two from Birsay, which have a decidedly
hurried look, reminding one of the Bunio inscriptions from Maeshowe1 :
These are largely the graff1 ti of adventurers, and examples of
translations are:

'~horny the wounded.

is the most beautiful of the women:'.

L

B. Dickins, POAS. viii.

27.

Helgi carved' , or 'Ingiger~

Inscriptions such as these imply

3

a widespread knowledge of runes 8JIX)ngst ordinary people (as opposed
to masons and scholars) , and this is borne out by the runic
inscriptions found on personal belongings.

An example of one of

1
these is the steati te spindle-whorl from somewhere in Orkney , and
further inscriptions are found on swords, brooches and other personal
belongings.

These are closely comparable with the four Pictish

chattel inscriptions:

three on knife-handles (Gurness, North Uist and

Weeting) and one on a spindle whorl (Buckquoy).

The deduction must

be that knowledge of Oghams, as of runes and the Roman alphabet, was
fairly widespread at some point in Pictish history.

This rather

implies that the inscriptions would have had to make sense, to satisfy
those people who could read
inscription as well

-

the~

2

There is a fifth chattel

the St. Ninian' s Isle sword-chape.

This is in

Roman letters, and is partly a Latin dedication 'in nomine dei summi',
and partly two Pictish names, in all probability.

This has similar

implications for the Roman alphabet, though in this one instance it
could have been a cleric's

inscriptio~

But although the alphabet was borrowed from the Irish, it was
not used in just the same way as in Ireland.

In the first place, a

typical Irish ogham inscription is up the side of an otherwise
undecorated pillar, which may be roughly-hewn but is not usually
carefully

dresse~

The Pictish inscriptions, on the other hand, are

found, as mentioned, generally on the symbol-stones

L

See below,

-

they are

p. I 5.

2. Ogham inscriptions on chattels do occur, though rarely, in Ireland.
As examples there are: the Ballys:pellan brooch ( CIIC. 27); the
Tullycommon sheep's bone ( CIIC. 52); the Ennis bead ( CIIC. 53); and
the hanging-bowl from Kilgulbin East ( CIIC. 1086; JRSAI. xcvi. 29 ).
It is notable that these are often later in date than most of the
Ogham memorial stones in Irelan~

4

therefore supplementar,y to and, as designs, integral with the other
decoration (e. g. Brands butt, Golspie).
Secondly, the Irish inscriptions follow for the most part
set formulae, which one would probably recognise if one were looking
at the corpus of material without any previous lmowledge.
of course the well-known

X MAQQI

These are

Y forlD.lla, with its variations

and other ones also giving ancestry or tribe.

1

But as far as can be

seen there is no such fornula in the Pictish inscriptions (which are,
of course, a m.1ch smaller corpus of material).
or

MAQQ

The Irish loan

MEQQ

2
crops up sporadically but even then it is not always part

of a recognisable pattern (though it is difficult to be sure of this).
Thirdly, the Pictish inscriptions are more variable in
length than the Irish ones.

Altyre, for example, or Golspie, if they

do make sense, probably incorporate a fair amount of Pictish gramnar,
could one but elucidate

i~

In this respect

.

MacAl~ster

3

had the

right idea, though his readings were too subjective for his results to
be valid.
The association with symbols is one that might possibly
provide some clue as to meaning, but that will have to wait nntil a
full-scale study has been done that tries, to find out the meanings of
the 'statements' they make (Charles Thomas' attempt

4

at this, thougn

interes,ting, and important for showing the value of numerical studies,

whollv

)

is not / convil'lcing •

At the moment the only observation that might be

1. Mac White, ZCP. :x:x:viii. 296.

2. See below,

P· 3 0 •

.3. In 'Studies presented to Eoin Mac Neill', ed. J. lcy"an.
4. 'The Interpretation of the Pictish Symbols', Arch. J. c~ (1963).
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worth making is that the

~ish-symbol

occurs on several of the Ogham

stones: (?Burrian, Golspie, Inchyra, Keisa Bay, Latheron;

also

St. Vigeans, the 'Drosten-stone'), and that this ~orms a fairly high

1
proportion of the stones with the fish-symbol , bearing in mind the
much lower proportion of ogham inscriptions over the symbol-stones as
a whole.

Beyond this it does not seem possible to say anything at

the moment:

the distributions of symbols in relation to oghams

appears to be random.
The dating of the inscriptions is of course a very difficult
problem, as the internal evidence has to be reconciled with the evidence
of art history, Blld true archaeological evidence is lacking in almost
all cases•

First, from the letiter-forms (which will be dealt with in

their own right below).

The usual Pictish cross-strokes. for vowels

are almost always a late feature when they occur (often on datable
objects) in Ireland:
East bowl 3;
continues the

2

examples are the Killaloe stone ;

the Kilgulbin

the nineteenth-century Ahenny inscription apparently

traditio~ 4

The forfeda, too, are a late deviceS

later on the whole than the main run of Irish inscriptions ending in
the seventh century (though there are exceptions).

These two

orthographic facts on their own indicate about eighth-century and later
for the Pictish inscriptions.

1. Four out of sixteen, listed at PSA.S. lxxxiv. 206 ~ 1: the Drostenstone is not included because the fish is in relief; or five out of
seventeen if the dubious Bu.rrian example is allowed.
2. In zunes and oghams, CIIC. 54.
.3. CIIC. 1086.
4. JRSAI. XC ix. 161.

5. See above.
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The use of dots to separate words in Bressay, Cunningsburgh 3
and Lunnasting has very close parallels in runic inscriptions:

Ker.mode

'Ma.nx Crosses' has many examples, and they are found in runic

inscriptions from Scandinavia as well.

The use of such a device could

have arisen spontaneously in both areas;

but the overlap of the two

cultures (especially in the Northern Isles) is so great that a
borrowing one way or the other is very probable.

This means that some

of the Ogham inscriptions are probably within the Viking period, and
therefore ninth-century or later in

dat~

It is even possible that

some of them were erected by Vikings, for there are other associations
of Vikings and oghams:

1
primarily the Killaloe stone , erected by a

Norseman by the name of Thurkrim or

TOROQR. ••

Unfortunately it seems

that a photograph of the oghams on this important stone has never been
published, for the published illustrations differ widely one from
another.

2

However, it clearly shows a christianised Viking who could

carve an inscription in both runes and

og~

Further, less dramatic

evidence is found in two stones from the Isle of Man bearing Ogham

3

inscriptions, though coming from a decidedly Norse mdlieu :

these are

4

the Mal Lumkun cross from Kirk Michael , with a runic inscription and
ogham alphabet on one side, and an indecipherable ogham inscription on
the other;

a stone with half an ogham alphabet, a whole runic alphabet

and the runic inscription 'John the Priest cut these runes'.

5

John the

1. CIIC. 5L..
2. The most authoritative seems to be that at CIIC. i p. 58, which
differs notably from those at NTS. iv. 397 and PRIA. xxxviii (C) 239
( = NTS. iv. 383 ).

3. The true Irish ogham inscriptions from :Man, CIIC. 500-505, are of
course much earlier in date and not considered

her~

4. See p. I I 0 for bibliography.
5. Illustrated at CIIC. i p. 4133; PSAS. xlv. 440;
p. 213 and pl. LXIV; also pp. 101-10~

Kermode no. 115,
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1
Priest can be dated, for another stone inscribed by him refers to a
cleric called
( = 1148):

MALAKI

whose death is noted in Chron. Mann. s. a. 1140

'Obii t Sanctus YLBJ.achias episcop.1s et legatus Yberniae'.

The Mal Lumkun cross, on the other hand, is probably middle-to-late
tenth century:

2

this is argued by David Wilson , discussing the dating

of the Manx crosa.-slabs generally.

He also makes the point that John

the Priest seems to have had distinct antiquarian tendencies3, but
this does not alter the fact that we can see the Ogham alphabet being
used in Viking contexts from the tenth to the twelfth centuries.
Since the Vikings were at this time gradually taking over the Northern
Isles until they were far and away the dominant influence there (the

4

place names in both groups are almost entirely Norse in origin ), we
might not be surprised to find ogham inscriptions within the Viking
context there, and just such borrowings as the motif of two dots
separating words in an inscription, especially when it is remembered
that the ogham alphabet was probably already in use in the islands
when the Norsemen first arrived there.
Another source of information for dating the P1ctish oghams
is the date of the accompanying

decoratio~

This method is subject

to the uncertainties of art-history as a definitive study, and is
subject to the further weakness that one has to assume
contemporaneity of the inscription with the decoration.

However, in

most cases where there is accompanying decoration it seems extremely

L Ke:rmode, 'Manx Crosses' no. 114, p. 212 and pl. LXIIL
2. In Saga-Book xviii. 1-18.

3. Cf. H. M. Chadwick, In MeiiDriam, p. 145, note to fig. 13.
•

Cdc,C.

4. Dr. Marwick' s,.(examples, PSAS. lvii. 257, POAS. 1. 54-55 are not all
convincing and of those that are, many are perhaps words borrowed
into Lowland Scots, at any rate for place-name p.1rposes.
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likely that they are contemporaneous with one another, either because
the two form one single composition (e. g. Brandsbutt, Logie
Elphinstone), or because provision is made in the arrangement for the
inscription (e. g. the beading on Brodie, Golspie and others).

A

further confirmation is the usual similarity of style in which both
inscription and decoration are cut

-

nearly all stones show

thi~

The Aboyne fragment, however, is an exception to both these tests, and
it seems fairly clear that the inscription is considerably later than
the cross, and was JOOst probably cut after the breakage had taken
place (which is significant since the cross DUst be eighth-century at
the earliest, being a class I I slab if the mirror-symbol is associated
with the cross, as seems most likely).
At this point it will probably be useful to give a table
listing the inscriptions according to Anderson's classification of the
Early Christian Monuments:-

ll

I

..!.ll

II or III

Not
classified

Brendsbutt

Aboyne

.Altyre

Abernethy

Auquhollie

Dun add

Brodie

Bressay

Burrian

Birsay 1, 2

Inchyra

Golspie

Iunnasting

Cunnings-

Buckquoy

Keiss Bay

Latheron

burgh 1

Cunnings-

Logie Elphin-

Scoonie

Whiteness;

stone

burgh 2, 3
Gurness·

Newton
North Uist

St. Ninian's
Isle 1, 2, 3
Weeting
The main interest of the table is that it shows roughly equal

9

distribution within the three classes, as far as can be told from the
limits of the material.

But it also shows that the incidence of

forfeda and unusual fo:nns (bind.-oghams, angled vowels etc.) increases
as the date becomes later:

simple in their

let~ering,

the Class I inscriptions are notably
and the full 'Scholastic' Oghams come in

mainly at group III (Bres~, Lunnasting).l
The situation for the inscriptions in Roman letters is
somewhat simpler, as the lettering used has often affinities with
more datable examples in Northumbria, Ireland and

elsewher~

Individual dates are given under the stones concerned, but the
classification according to decoration is as follows:
II

III

Not classified

Fordoun

Lethnott

Newton

St. Vigean' s

Papa Stronsay

St. Niniau's Isle (4)

Tarbat
The lettering of those stones in class II differs sharply
from those in class III, and this contrast coincides with the use of
the vernacular (apparently) in the former stones, and of Latin in the
latter group.

It appears to be a difference of cultural habit or

milieu rather than one of date, for Dr. Stevenson dates the decoration
of the Lethnott. stone to the first half of the ninth century (while
Professor Jackson suggests that the lettering is 'perhaps eighth
century', which would strengthen the point), while he puts the
St. Vigean' s stone at mid-ninth century. 2

1. Whether this justifies one in putting the highly ornate Burrian
inscription definitively in Class III is dubious: the sample is so
small that results cannot be definitiv~
However, the similarity
may be noted.
2. PP. 123.
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These two classifications can be used in conjunction with
the t\..rO more recent discussions on Pictish art

1

to provide seventh to

eighth century dates for inscriptions on Class I stones, and mainly
eighth to ninth century d:1tes for those on Classes II and III.
Dr. Henderson 1 s use of the style of ogham on Brands butt to shovT tbat
2
Class I stones were still being erected in the eighth century is quite
justified, as there are virtually no examples of Brandsbutt-type VO\·Iels
from Ireland before then. 3

It is unfortunate that these dates are

still very wide and depend in part on the dates provided by arthistorians, but from the nature of the material it does not seem
Hm..rever, one may use the framework

possible to be any more exact.

thus provided to give tentative dates for those stones which were left
'not classified', arriving there by comparison of the styles of oghams
in the respective inscriptions.
Auquhollie is, of course, far closer to the Irish oghams than
to anything in Pictland, and the lack of forfeda and Irish style of
vovTels and situation justify Hacalister in having made it one of the
earliest of the inscriptions.

The absence of symbols suggests that it

may even date from before the symbols were fully evolved as a system
(in about the seventh century or a little earlier, according to

Henderson and Stevenson), though it need not.
The two Birsay stones belong, as suggested above, more in a
Viking context;

the inscriptions are cut by single or repeated strokes

1. Stevenson, PP. chapter V;

Henderson, 'Picts', 115-134.

2. 'Picts' , 116-117.

3. That these suggested dates are still well away from the tenth century
date given by Dr. Wilson for the Kirkmichael cross is probably an
indication that the Kirkmichael oghams have nothing to do with the
Pictish oghams except for being late in style and incomprehensible.
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with a sharp instrument, instead of the pecking-and-smoothing technique
used on most of the Class I inscription& 1

Similarly one or two

details in the lettering suggeat a later date for these two

2

and so,

while there are no actual forfeda, the ninth century at least seems
appropriate.
The lettering on Buckquoy is on the whole quite similar to
that used on the other portable objects (Gurnes.s, North Uist and
Weeting), and there are one or two striking correspondences (e. g. the
cross placed to one side on Buckquoy, Gurness;
forfeda).

the absence of other

Whether the wide scatter of theae objects implies a date in

Viking times, when mobility was greatest, is

doubt~

Certainly that

is the time when one would expect objects from Pictlm.d, especially from
Orlmey and Shetland, to turn up in such places; as the Outer Hebrides and
East Anglia;

but that Picts could have had contacts with exactly these

two areas at earlier dates is shown for the former by, e. g. , the stone
from Benbecula3 and for the latter by the Roman tablet from Colchester4,
of a nuch earlier date.

Archaeology is of little use in dating these

objects, but where it can help at all it implies a pre-Norse context:
Dr. Anna Ri tchie says that the Buckquoy whorl is in all probability
from a pre-ninth century stratum;

the Gurness handJ.e is said by

Dr. Stevenson to have been found at a lower level than a ninth-century
Viking burial,5 and is in any case from a broch, which was presumably

1. See Gordon, PSAS. lxxxviii. 40.
2. See below.

3. ECMS. 114-

4. Rhys, PSlS. xxxii. 326-330;
no. 191.

CIIC. 495;

5. Norfolk Archaeologv .m1. 186;

71 sqq.

Ogam xi. 105;.

RIB.

R. Rainbird Clarke, Ant. J~ xxxii.
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1
inhabited in pre-Norse times ;

the same applies to the earth-house in

2
which the North Uist handle occurred , while the Weeting one seems to
have had no context at all, being picked up off the ground near a
Roman archaeological site (but not having any conne.xion with it). 3
Thus the general trend for these articles seems to be away from the
Viking era, and may well be as early as the seventh century (and the
absence on the whole of later letter-forms may be compared with this
conclusion).

It may at this point be noted that the only atones which

were :in an archaeological context when found are:
building Thorfinn' s palace in the eleventh century;

Birsay I, re-used in
Burrian, where the

finds seem to be confused and only a date 'seventh to eighth
can be given for the site;

cen~'

and Inchyra, which (quite apart from its

successive uses as a symbol-stone) was apparently re-uaed as a
grave-cover later

o~

The only other relevant factor as to date is :in the case of
Dunadd, where Jackson has rightly pointed out that if the inscription
(and associated boar) is Pictish, as seems probable, it ought to date
from af'ter Dunadd was abandoned by the Scots (though he also warna
against being too dogmatic over tbis4).

The last· record of the Plcts'

capturing Dunadd is .AU. 7 36, whereas the ogham seems in type to be one
of the earliest (rather like Auquhollie:
there are any, as shortish nicks).

no forfeda, and vowels, if

However, this ogham is unusual

anyway, being on the West coast, and an eighth-century date is by no

means impossible for an inscription associated with Class I symbols, as

In fact Audrey Henshall, PPS. xvi (1950). 146, would apparently think
even the fifth centur,y rather late for some associated finds, though
she does not seem dogmatic and would therefore presumably accept a
somewhat later date.
2. Sir Lindsay Scot-&, PPS. xiv (19413). 75-76; Callander, PSAS. lxvi.
56 (fig. 11), 65•
.3. Clarke, Ant. J. xxxii. 7L
4. Antiquity mix. 302.

L
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noted above.

Two of the inscriptions involved in the survey are
circular

Buckquoy and Logie Elphinstone.

In the former case the

obvious reason is that the whorl itself is circular, but in the latter
case there is no apparent reason for it, and one is tempted towards
obvious explanations such as its having a 'magical significance'.
This is not wholly without foundation, as some of the other references
to 'wheel-oghams' show.

There are two references in Trin BcS Cuailnge

to ogham ir1scriptions set on pillar stones as challenges:

in both

instances the method seems to have been to have a wooden stick, bent
into a ring that fi tt.ed over the top of a tapering stone and was
fastened to itself with a :I:eg.
been on the fastening peg,
generally assumed;

1

The inscription seems in fact to have

and not on the actual ring, as has been

but the ring itself obviously had some significance.
/

In the firs,t instance it is done by CU Chulainn himself, when in order
to hold up the advancing armies, he leaves; a challenge that they are not
2
to proceed until one of them should be found to make a similar ring ;
the second example is in

cU

Chulainn' s Boyhood Deeds:

the three sons

of Nechtan Scene have the pillar there as a challenge for adventurers
to take up if they wish. 3
There are other references to wheel-oghams in the literar.y

na menuc ind eda" TBC 2 from LL, ed. O'Rahilly, L. 459; cf. L. 1070.
It has been suggested that menoc may mean 'base-line', and not 'peg'.
2. TBCl from W, edd. Strachan and O'Keeffe, 11. 223 ff.; TBc2 from LL,
ed. 0' Rahilly' 11. 456 ff.

1.

111

3. This seems to be the meaning of "ba coll ngesse do ma.ccaib Nechtan

Scene anfsin" in TBC1 , which is far less explicit at this episode
than in the previous one: edd. Strachan and O'Keeffe, 11. 623 ff.;
TBC2 explains in much more detail: ed. O'Rahilly, 11. 1069 f£
It might be noted in passing that the shape of the Logie stone would
be ideal for slipping a ring over, as it is pointed towards the top
and broadens out lower down (see photograph); but the relevance of
this must not be stressed.
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tradition:

three of the alphabets in the Auraicept tract are

circular in form

1

, though none is of nuch use in deciphering the

Logie stone, except that no.
read clockwise.

75

implies that a wheel-ogham should be

According to Sir Samuel Ferguson2 , the reading of

wheel-ogham is amongst St. Calumba's abilities listed in the Amra
Coluim Chill~, but in a search through it3 I have not been able to
find this.

In actual inscriptions, the only parallel seems to be the
cr.yptic amber bead from Ennis 4 , though it is just possible that the
circles which terminate the stem-lines of Glen:faha.x? and Ardyvanig6
may be references to the wi thy bearing a peg, if this was ever a real

practice and not just a literary convention. 7

Rhys 8 also compares the

Silchester ogham stone9, which would be an excellent shape to have borne
a loop around its middle;

10
but Macalister
is ver,y definite that the

shape has nothing to do with the inscription on the stone,

since it

nust have preceded the cutting of the inscription.
As mentioned above, the shape of the Buckquoy ogham is of

course dictated by its being on a spindle-whorl;

but it is interesting

that spindle-whorls seem to have been favourite objects for brie:f

L Ed. Calder, one beside ogham no. 24, and nos. 74, called rothogam
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.

'wheel ogham', and 75, called Fege Finn 'Fionn's window'.
'Ogham Inscriptions' , p. 139.
Ed. Stokes, RC. xx.
CIIC. 53.
CII C. 18 .3.
CIIC. 247.
Cf. also the circle on the face of CIIC. 221 (Dromlusk).
PSAS. xxxii. 358.
CIIC. ~6.
CIIC. 1 p. 475.
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inscriptions.

In addition to the Buckquoy one, there is a Viking

whorl made of Shetland steatite and conical in shape, coming from
Stronmess in Orkne~, with runes round its edge which Magnus Olsen
reads as

kautr

rest

runar(k),

i.e. 'Gautr carved runes' (the

final k is to fill up the remaining gap);
Reykjavik llD.lseum with runes reading
1. e.

1

Thora

and another one in

~

mig/ fr~

Hruna,

Thora owns me, from Hruni' •

There is also the whole series of
2
Gaulish whorls discussed by WhatmougA
The inscriptions on these
do not on the whole seem to contain proper names, but rather vague
addresses to the object itself, instructing it to perform its work
well, or to the owner in terms of endearment, sometimes to spin well.
This is interesting, in implying that we should not necessarily look
for proper names in the Buckquoy

inscriptio~

Finally, there are also

spindle whorls with circular decoration resembling ogham

inscription~

One such is from the Broch of Burrian (whence came the Burrian
inscription), and is made of red sandstone, little more than half an
inch in diameter;

its decoration takes the form of a circular line

round one side of the whorl, with a few radial lines which could be the
letter A if this were an Ogham, but there is no reason to suppose it is.
There is also a whorl with radial decoration in the Perth

muse~

The final question of general interest is that of the purpose
of the ogham inscriptions.

This is of course tied up with both the

purpose of the symbol stones as a whole, and the purpose of the Irish
oghams;

both of these have been the subject of some speculation3, but

1. Exact provenance \lllknown; published PSAS. xxxii. 321; Vile. Ant. VI.
161-162.
2. Language xxv. .388, and references.
3. Henderson, 'P1cts', 157-160; ~ Tho~, 'The Early Christian
Archaeology of North Britain 1 , 98.
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the general conclusion seems to be that though the symbol-stones were
rarely, if ever, carved and set up as headstones to graves, yet they
were probably memorials to single people, like the Irish oghams.

In

this aspect the inscriptions probably help in interpreting the symbols,
rather than the other wa:y round, since they probably do in some caseS:
contaln the name of an individual, followed by genealogical details,
as at St. Ninian' s Isle,

BESMEQQNANAMMOVEZ.

1

But it is not necessary that all the ogham inscriptions (or
all the symbol stones for that matter) had the same function, and it
has been postulated that some of the Irish oghams may have served as
2
boundar,y stones, rather than as memorials to the dead ;

it is

possible that some of the Pictish stones may have had this purpose
(either for the territory of individuals or for that of tribes,3 though
the former is more probable in the case of those with ogham
inscriptions if these do contain personal names).
Similarly, the Birsay stones seem such casual graffiti that
it is hard to believe they were meant to be long-lasting monuments of
any kind.

A comparison has already been drawn with the runic

inscriptions in this respect, and so it is possible that these two
inscriptions say no nore than 'X was here' or something along those
lines.

However, they are the only examples among the Pictish corpus

which give this impression (except perhaps those on portable objects);
all the others have received some care in the carving, presumably with
the p.trpose of making a lasting monument.

1. 'The Picts', p. 159.
2. PlUJIDner, 'On the meaning of the Ogham stones', RC. xl.

3. As Thomas, Archaeological Journal

CXX (1964).

387.

Chapter Two
Letter-forms;

carving techniques.

It may be of some value to give a detailed account of the
various unusual letter-forms found in the Pictish oghams, and the
parallels to be found elsewhere.

This is because although there

are several unique features in the inscriptions, there are also a
good maqy similarities to the Irish inscriptions, implying that the
Pictish oghams were created in the con:anon ogham tradition as it
continued even after memorial stones ceased to be erected in Ireland,
instead of the Picts' having borrowed the ogha.m alphabet once and for
all and then having developed along their own idiosyncratic lines.
It also enables comparisons of the different styles within the
Pictish corpus to be carried: out more easily.
Bind-ogha.ms are one of the JOOst widespread general features
which strike one on coming from Irish oghams.

It consists in

joining the individual scores of a letter with an extra one, linking
their tips.

The following stones use this excellent device for

clarifying inscriptions:

Abernethy", Burrian, Cwmingsburgh (1) and

( 2) 1 Inchyra (B), Iwmasting, Whiteness.
)

W27

•

Thus, Whiteness N is

Of thes:e .Abernethy, Cunningsburgh (1) and Whiteness

are fragments too small to be of great significance;

Burria.n and

Lunnasting are both long, shallowly scratched inscriptions where
virtually all letters are bound;

Cunningsburgh ( 2) is very irregular;

Inchyra (B) is unusual, for it is very evenly carved on the whole, yet
that part on the side edge is not bound, while the four letters on the
end are.

In Abernethy, Burria.n, Lwmasting, Whiteness the bind-stroke

is often curved owing to differing lengths of the letter-strokes;

in

the case of Immasting the bind-stroke is sometimes a continuation of
the final stroke of the letter.

Parallels from outside P1ctland are
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found:

the alphabet on the face of the Kirkmichael slab

1

is written

in them, and so is one Tin CIIC. 104 (Coolineagh 1), where the
letter-tips extend beyond the bind-stroke (this stone also bears two
E-forfeda and an incised cross which recalls that on Lunnasting;
MacAlister considered the bind-stroke to be a later addition).
CIIC. 19 3 (Maumanorig), most implausibly explained by Ma.cAlister, may
contain a bound L, though this is an obscure inscriptio~

2

The sloping of consonants in the B- and H- groups is so
widespread that only Dunadd, Gurness, North Uist, and Weeting do not
show this feature (it is interesting that apart from the three lmifehandles it is only Dunadd., in the Irish area, that is without this).
But amongst those that do show it, there is a great

diversi~

as to

how pervasive it is, and how regular the angle is within an inscription.
In the following inscriptions all consonants of these two groups are

sloped:

Abernethy, Altyre, Birsay (1) and (2), Bressay, Burrian,

Golspie, Inchyra (B) and (C), Lunnasting, St. Ninian' s Isle, Whiteness,
while in the remainder only some are at right angles.

Newton and

Auquhollie are particularly Irish in this, as each of them has only one
letter at a slope (a V in both instances), with the others at right
angles.

Sbme stones, e. g. Cunningsburgh (2), are amazingly irregular,

with strokes at all angles;

while in others (e. g. St. Ninian' s Isle)

the slope is beautifully controlled and even.
rarely that the slope varies within one letter:

However, it is only very
this appears to be so

in a T in Inchyra (B), and is one possible explanation (the most likely)
for a curious group in Latheron (read as T3);

Logie Elphinstone may

1. P. I 11.
2. Bind-oghams also occur in the BB. tract on oghams:

313 1. 17.
3. See below,
t I 4.
f.

r·

f.

312

L

5;
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show this feature, depending on which of the many readings one takea. 1
A more common feature is the device of varying the slope
within pairs of doubled letters.

This seems to be mainly a Pictish
Birsay ( 1);

characteristic, and is displayed in the following stones:
Bressay;

Burrian;

Cunningsburgh ( 2);

St. Ninian' s Isle ( ?) ;

Scoonie.

Latheron;

Logie (?);

It probably does help to

clari~

the situation on occasions, which was presumably its purpose.
As far as the vowels are concerned, the Pictish 'type' may be

taken to be the long cross-strokes;, extending outwards as far as
M-group strokes. do on

m~

of the regular

inscriptio~

These may of

course be bound or not (though there are so many other ways of writing
vowels that bound examples occur only on Abernethy;
Inchyra (B) (some only);

Lunnasting).

Cunningsburgh ( 1);

It may be taken that all other

inscriptions show the long-stroke vowels except the following:
(a) those with strokes so short as to be almost Irish-type notches:
Auquhollie;

Cunningsburgh 2 ( ?);

Dunadd ( ?);

Inchyra C;

North Uist.

(b) those where the strokes are shorter than M-group strokes though

L

It is accepted as dogma, rather than proved, throughout this thesis
that consonant slope is always backwards to the direction of reading
from the point where the stroke touches the line, thus always ) \\
and never > 11
•
This hypothesis is used in several instances
(e. g. Newton, Logie Elphinstone) to help determine the direction of
readin~
There is some justification for this: in inscriptions
where we know which direction to read (e. g. from angled vowels, or
because a recognisable word or name emerges) it is always so;
acceptin~ that the inscriptions nearly always read upwardS (Newton
excepted), this is the direction that consonant slope always is;
finally there is the subjective opinion that with inscriptions where
the direction is in doubt a more pronounceable result usually
emerges if one accepts this as a rule.
The only instance that
might go against this is Abernethy, where we seem to end up reading
a horizontal ogham right to left rather than left to right if the
rule is followed, and if the decoration is assumed to be a horse
which should be upright.
But the fragment is so small, that no
great conclusions can be drawn from it; and a:nywe:y there is no
early evidence that a horizontal ogham could not go in either
direction.
Buckquoy also violates it if we read clockwise.
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still recognisably Pictish:
Golspie;

Gurness;

Birsay l;

Inchyra A;

Buckquoy;

Keiss Bay;

Cunningsburgh 2;

Newton;

WeetiDg.

It may be noted that in no instance in either of these two groups are
the strokes

boun~

The full-length vowel-strokes are of course recognisable
from Irish oghams outside the main period in that country;
on the following inscriptions:

72 (Aul tagh);
2
Ahenny ;

CII~

27 (Ballyspellan);

362 (Eglwys Cymmin, Ca.rma.rthenshire);

they appear

54 (Killaloe);

1086 (Kilgulbin) 1 ;

all of these (except perhaps the Welsh example) are late,

ranging from the eighth to the nineteenth centuries, and the Pictish
forms thus seem to have been arising just as the one type was
supplanting the other, since there are a few old-style ones but the
great majority are of the later

styl~

This is one of the instances

where the Pictish forms seem to have developed together with the Irish
ones.
But this does not nearly exhaust the total of Pictish
vowel-forms, which indeed show a quite astonishing variety.

One of the

commonest is the angling of component strokes (just like the feathermark well-known in later Irish oghams, e. g. CIIC. 27, Ballyspellan),
with or without bind-strokes.
Brodie;

A's written thus occur in Golspie and

Os in Aboyne, Birsay (1), Brodie;

Cunningsburgh (1);
Cunningsburgh (3).

a bound U )

a bound E in Iunnasting;

ffi

in

and an unbound E in

Possible comparisons occur in CIIC. i p. 478

(Haclmess) and nos. 241, 246B,

all three inscriptions being cryptic and

more or less incomprehensible (though n~
normal inscription as well).

1. JRSAI. xcvi. 29.
2. JRSAI. xeix. 161 and pL 21.

241

is on a stone bearing a
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Similar to this are what one presumes to be two further ways
of writing an E

-

that is, with a cross (the K-forfid), either

simple or with its two halves separated, thus:

)>---+)-(f----

Both

these forms occur in Irish oghams as either vowels or consonants ( 1. e.

as E or K), as follows:

)X

as vowel:

crra

as consonant:

27, 104, 129, 223, 235, 239, 256, 1086

CIIa

22, 34, 38, 120, 155, 156, 197,

216 (?), 301 (?)

in the majority of which it is

for K in KOI 'here'.
as vowel:

> ) (

crra

as consonant:

176, 187, 230 (?)

CIIC.

48, 98, 127 (?)

if one assumes that MacAlister's readings are

correc~

In the Pictish inscriptions the tzue cross appears; four times;

twice

it is between vowels (Burrial, Newton) and therefore presumably has a
consonantal value (probably K}.;

twice it appears at the beginning of

an inscription ( Cunningsburgh 3, Iunna.sting) before 'l'T, and probably
has vocalic value (E), it being apparently the same word or name that
starts each of these two.
The divided cross is found in four inscriptions, and seems to
have vocalic value in all of these:
Wnnasting.
)

Aboyne, Burria.n, Golspie,

In this last example the points are rounded! off, thus:

)(
There are several possible occurrences; of the 0-forfid, some
The two most likely examples are a rounded

more plausible than others.
one at A.boyne

)

e

(where the circle is nuch deeper where it

crosses the line than away from it) , and B~nB$a:y

)

of these it seems best to transliterate simply as; O.
occurs the strange symbol

>

P'

()

•

In both

At Inchyra (A)

, which may be intended for the
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0-forfid (it is hard to see what else it can be);

since this

inscription seems to be a craftsman's jotting for his own use, we
might expect forms to be somewhat reduced
a quite unparalleled symbol : )r---oT\9---.-.,..-----

her~

•

Lunnasting contains

This is usually

transliterated as 0, which is as good a gu.eas as any;

but as already

noted, Cunningsburgh ( 3) begins with the same sequence of letters;,
except that this letter is replaced by an angled E.

So, strange as:

it may seem, this symbol may well have the value E (thus bringing up
to five the number of ways that E is represented in the one inscription;
via.

>

X ) ( \81

ID> HB ).

A possible clue to the origin of

the 0-forfid may be provided by a form of 0 that occurs in Burrian and

Iunnas ting.

It is carved with straight strokes;, and bound: )}-~o~-~--- •

It should be pointed out, however, that as the 0-forfid occurs once or
twice in Irish oghams ( CIIC.

7, 193;

both dubious and on both occasions

with consonantal value and clearly twice with vocalic value on no. 235),
it appears to be older than either the type of s·core required or the
custom of carving bind-strokes.

This symbol also occurs in the

Auraicept, lL llU, 1143, 2873 as well as in the alphabets at the end;
it is here given the value of either 0 or 00.
A further very common vowel-form is an embellishment on the

normal A by adding a serif, nearly always on the same side: )
&u~.kt}JLoy,

±

This occurs, in Aboyne, j_Burrian, Golspie, Latheron, Lunnasting and in
what may be a solitaxy ogham letter on Scoonie (across from the main
inscription).
phenomenon.

A form in Birsay (1): )

::!:

is presumably the same

One sur.mdses that the solitar.y cross-stroke was not felt

to be clear enough, and the serif was added (perhaps by analogy with the
bind-strokes on longer letters) to make it more s ecur~

Parallels

occur in the alphabet in bind-oghams on the Kirlanichael stone (where the
serif serves as a 'bind-stroke';

yet there is ver,y little overlap
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between this type of A and bind-oghBJIS in the Pictish inscriptions)
and in the Auraicept, alphabet no. 17 ( ogam adlenfid, 'letter-rack
ogham'), where the number of serifs shows the letter's number in the

:B L V
I I

family, thus: } I

This parallel was first drawn by

•

1
Bannerman , but it is probably merely a coincidental resemblance.
Finally among the regular vowel-forms are the long curly
cross-strokes that occur on a few stones:
Bressay

1tltt

)

probable);

(I);

Lunnasting

Birsay (2)

(

)

\I SI!

)

Latheron

(probably I).

)>---+JfHf-- (u);

)>--+-1_ _
J

(A);

)

Al. tyre

(A;

faint but

and a mixture of forms on
This feature bears a slight

resemblance to one treatment of the M-aicme in Ireland:

Dromkeare

(CII~ 233) and, less closely, the first two scores of an R in Rockfield

no. 1 (CII~ 243);

but vowels are obviously intended her~

There are two apparently aberrant forms among the Plctish
vowels that should be noted:
tiny notches that

2

are parallel to the 0-strokes and do not touch the
;

fleasg:
meet at a point:

at Bressay there is an 0 flanked by two

>

and at Newton the first two strokes of an E

Al\

•

No ready explanation is forthcomdng

for either of these, but 0 and E respectively seem probable guesses at
the values of the letters.
Among the consonants there is far less variation, but several
forms should be noted:
carved thus:

first am:>ng these are the two Ds in Bressay

)>--1....._C~...--_

There is no parallel for these, and it

must remain an open question whether these are 'modified' Ds of some
kind, or simply

decorate~

In favour of modified Ds to be read as -B

is the fact that this inscription particularly seems to have a

1. PSAS. xlii. 345.

2. Pace Ma.calister,

r· 199 q).

1
Scandinavian context ;

but one must beware of the circula.ri ty of

forcing a Norse conclusion by presupposing a Norse souna
The M (?) in Birsay ( 1), carved as
in many Irish inscriptions;

)

is paralleled

in all of the following there are bent

M-group strokes, and most of these have one half at right-angles to
the fleasg:

CIIU

44, 56, 114, 116, 153, 228, 235 (also containing

two E- and two 0-forfeda),

353, 368, 409, 426.

There seem to be three

similar strokes; in Brod.ie (B).
More interesting are the double Rs fotmd on Bressey and

B~rian: >~---~~~----~~~--and four strokes).
tradition:

respectively (L ~ with five

This is paralleled twice in the manuscript

in the Auraicept's alphabet no. 64 (snaithi snimach,

'interwoven thread' ) , where it is given the value R simply as part of
a whole alphabet like this;
MS. 207

2

/

and in the Berne BibL de l'Universite

an example with four strokes in each direction is given the

value RR3, and is lower down used as a divider between letters.

The

extra work and trouble involved in carving this 'letter' must have been
considerable, and it implies that a double letter was perhaps necessary

at this point

in the inscription, and was not just the whim of the carver.

However, it may be that to produce an
were prepared to go to these lengths.

a~tractive

inscription the carvers

Whether there is any connerlon

between the two Pictish letters and the manuscript forms is an open
question:

certainly the similarity is striking, yet the removal in time

as well as place is also great;

sine e there seems to have been a

lasting Ogham tradition, with interchange between the two countries, the
possibility of a connexion CalllliOt be ruled out.

1. See below, pf . 34--' 64.
2. Written, probably at Fleury, in the middle ninth century:
Quart. 1. 269-270.
,3. Derolez, Scriptorium v. 3-19 and pl. 3-

Rand, PhiL
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In the Golspie inscription there occurs twice an apparently

intentional form in which the first stroke of a five-stroke consonant
crosses the line slightly:

>~--'P-',\\L.l..J\\.___

•

This is presumably in

order to aid separation of the letters, but is not paralleled elsewhere
(though there are several instances where consonant strokes; cross the
fleasg, presumably unintentionally).
Dots as a motif to separate words occur on Birsay ( 2),
Bressay, Cunningsburgh (3), Iunna.sting;
and Fordoun.

also perhaps on St. Vigean' s

There are no occurrences in Ireland, but as noted above

they are a ver,y common feature in runic inscriptions.
Both Buckquoy and Gurnes:s display a little cross; well to the
left

o-r

the fleasg at what may be presumed to be one end of the

inscription. (though in the case of Gurness it is :rrore likely to be the
join between the two parts).

In this it might be a parallel to the

feather-mark in later Irish inscriptions (e. g. Ballyspellan, CIIC. 27),
which does not occur in Pictland (perhaps because it could be mistaken
Whether the deep, wide 'H' at the end of one line in Aboyne

for an A).

is also a mark of this kind is not cl ear.
The question now arises whether these various considerations
can be used to classify the Pictish inscriptions in any ws:y (for although
they can be said to form a single group, there are still major
differences between many of the inscriptions).
possible:

To some extent this is

for example, Burrian and Lurmasting come together in almost

all aspects (especially with both possessing bind-oghams and forfeda),
and this agrees w1 th the great similarity of carving technique1 and
other considerations (both being probably class, III stones and therefore
rather late in the series).

1. See below.
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Bind-oghams are in fact limited almost completely to class III
stones, with the sole exception of Inchyra (which is puzzling anyway:
it is most unusual for a class I stone to be a carefully-dressed slab,
quite apart from the complex sequence of uses to which the stone was
it may be taken that on the whole their presence is an

put);

indication of lateness, probably of a ninth rather than eighth-century
date.

1

If this is so, it probably applies to other stones exhibiting

similar features;

Bressay is one of these, having the double cross:ed R

mentioned above, and also the ornate Ds and L

This is again in

agreement with the decoration, which is probably of the ninth century
and certainly has Scand.inavian aff'ini ties2, and the
a post-Bcandinavian

1

runic 1 dots confirm

dat~

AI. tyre, though on the whole remarkable for its lack of

decorative forms, does exhibit the same curly vowel-strokes as Bressay
and Lunnasting, and being a class III stone is probably quite late. 3
However, the case with Latheron is different, as it is a slightly
different form of vowel, and is anywa:y a class II stone with incised
symbols (though they may by this time have a Christian meaning:

see

Catalogue).
It appears that other decorative forms such as the angled
vowels m~ also be fairly late features!
stones, with three exceptions in class II:

these appear mainly on class III
Brodie and Golspie, which are

both highly sophisticated, well-thought-out designs (and might \Vell
therefore belong quite late in the eighth century), and Aboyne, where the

L

Though Burrian appears to be somewhat earlier. archaeologically.

2. PP. 128.

3. Ninth or even tenth century;
point.

PSAS. xc. 246-250 is silent on this
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inscription is evidently considerably later than the stone and might
therefore belong in the ninth century.

The A carved with a serif has

a distribution which overlaps to some extent:
Golspie all

displ~

both features.

Aboyne, Birs~ (I) and

Since Burrian and Lunnasting both

also have this letter, it too may perhaps be taken as a mark of
lateness (though since Latheron again and perhaps Scoonie also show it,
the serif was perhaps a long-lived feature

there is no reason why

not).
At the other end of the time-scale, none of the inscriptions
on portable objects shows any late features at all (if the A with serif
is excluded as: being unreliable).

It is possible that this is a

characteristic of the chattel inscriptions (though this is emphatically
not true in Ireland), but the archaeological context seems to agree.
A date in about the seventh century seems right for these.
The same is true for most of the class I stones.

Brandsbutt,

Dunadd, Keiss Bay, Logie Elphinstone and also Newton are all very similar
in their style of carving as well as in their lack of late forms (the
K-forfid in Newton is of course quite compatible with a date in the
seventh or eighth centuries).

This is a style consisting of wide

smoothed-out lines which have a semi-circular cross-section, and it seems
to be predominantly an early one:

the ·only later stones to show it

markedly are Latheron and Scoonie, and so it may be suggested that the
carving technique puts these early in the class II period, say first
half of the eighth century (this would perhaps be in agreement with the
decoration on both, which is part-incised and in the case of Latheron
shows a decidedly odd form of cross).
The other main carving technique is one of scratches, which

~

be shallow (Burrian, Lunnasting) or deep (St. Ninian' s Isle, Bressay).
These are much narrower on the whole, and probably involved less work in
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the making (the Birsay stones seem to have been carved with one slash
per letter, or sometimes a second, not quite in the same place).

The

techniques of St. Ninian' s Isle and Bressay, in particular, are so
similar that they may be taken to indicate closeneas of date even
though there is nothing else on the St. Ninian 1 s Isle slab to give any
indication of

dat~

The shallow scratches also appear in inscription (A) on the
anomalous Inchyra slab, but this may not mean anything, since this
inscription is probably the carver's own jotting •

1

However, this

serves to emphasise that the division of teclmiques is not hard-andfast:

there are many inscriptions which come in between the two in

this aspect, and which it would therefore be unsafe to date by it.

Chapter Three
Contents:

spelling;

possible meanings.

At first sight the Pictish oghams look utterly
unpronounceable when transliterated, and it is hard to believe that
they are meaningful at all, or that the right key is being usea. 1
But as one becomes more familiar with them patterns begin to emerge

(in a small way) , and they become more manageable.
One of the more bewildering features initially is the habit
of doubling letters, which is of course a well-known trait in Irish
ogha.ms as welL

This doubling is not completely random, though

MaCNeill's suggestion2 that it is the longer letters that are double
will not hold for the Pictish inscriptions, since H, D and V are
amongst the commonest double letters.

But where we can tell the

word-divisions in inscriptions (e. g. from dota to show them, or from
recognisable words), it does seem that initial consonants were never
doubled;

JOOreover, as has alread,y been seen by others, it is extremely

rare for vowels to be doubled.

The former of these rules can be of

help in postulating word-divisions in undivided inscriptions, though
this would always be speculative.
If the doubled letters are simplified, and once one has
become used to the Pictish consonant clusters, the inscriptions seem
more plausible.

HCCVWEVV

for example could be a fairly plausible

1. O'Rahilly, EIHM. Y/5: "if the
to decipher these inscriptions
~ legitimately doubt whether
the Ogam alphabet sufficiently
their own language."
2. CIIC. i

p. xvi.

various attempts made in recent times:
are even approximately correct, one
the Pictish engravers ever mastered
to be able to apply it accurately to
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rendering of a word pronounced

/?\wew/

or similarly. 1

Admittedly

some clusters in Altyre and Burrian still have an Wlpronounceable air
(though the readings are not definite);

and Dunadd remains an

intractable mass of consonants unless one experiments in moving the

2
fleasg around ;

but on the whole the inscriptions have an air of

being in a language of some kind, and not of being nonsense or in code.
(Wainwright has pointed out that if a. code were being used we should
not expect to recognise occasional vrords);

and in any case, since

inscriptions are meant to be read, putting up an inscription in code
would defeait its own purpose.
Several elements reoceur on various inscriptions, among them
one that is apparently the Irish word maqq- 'son' , borrowed into
Pictish.. 3

It may be present on the following inscriptions:
Aboyne

MAQQO-

A.l.tyre

MAQQ

Bressay

MEQQ

Golspie

A
MEQQ·

Latheron

MAQQ

North Uist

M..Q

St. Ninian' s Isle

MEQQ

The Buckquoy whorl contains the syllable MIQ, but (in spite of the
Modern Scottish Gaelic genitive ~) this is not a possible form,
especially at a date before the ninth century, because of the I, which

1. It might be pointed out that / ~wew/ is a perfectly possible
collocation of sounds in a Brittonic language, though not atte&ted
at all.
2. See p. 89.

:;. For the two possible reasons for its borrowing, see Professor
J ackson, PP. lU -142.
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is a. much later development.

Nevertheless. the form bears a striking

resemblance to the normal loan-word, and should perhaps be mentioned
in this context, since it might be a mis-spelling of
The forms

~ or~

MEQQ_ may, as Professor Jackson says, be early instances of

the later Old Irish genitive meicc (in which case the -QQ is strangely
archaistic, but the Irish oghams a.re full of archaisms).

If these

surmises are right (and it seems wholly probable) then we should expect
to find Pictish names either side of the element, and in some cases
these are recognisable.

It is interesting to see that in some cases

the Picts apparently borrowed the Irish ogham formula along with the
alphabet (though there is sometimes great discrepancy between the
'names', and these inscriptions are outnumbered by those with no
recognisable formula).
Bressay and furrian contain what may be the word 'cross':
CRROSCC

and

CERROCCS

respectively.

Both these forms are curious:

the likely sources for a borrowing a.re Oir. cross and ON. kross;

the

Scottish Gaelic form is crasg, though crosg is found, with the final g
unexplained (and apparently limited to Scotland:

modern Irish is ~). 1

How old the form with final g is does not appear to be known;
would be strange if it were as. old as the ninth century.
even if

CRROSCC

is a genuine form,

presumably a mistake' with
peculiar slip);

but it

Similarly,

CERR.occs cannot be

it is

ccs for sec (though this seems rather a

on the other hand,

CER mey well represent

especially if the language had no initial group

/kr-/

/kar-/,

of its own.

1. Watson ( CB'lS. 4.86 n. 1) seems to feel that in place-names crasg
nearly always means 'cross-roads' , though implying that as a
common noun it can mean 'cross'.
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As far as names are concerned, it is on the whole a
disappointment that those found in the P1ctish inscriptions do not

re occur very nruch in other sources (mainly written ones, e. g. the Irish
annals, .Adamnan, Bede), though there are a few points of agreement.
One of the most striking is the well-lmown Pictish (and Irish) name
Nechtan, which became Naiton in Bede, though the later stones in the
North still have a spirant of some k:ind, as follows:
Lunnasting

NEHHrONS

Lathe ran

NA.HlfilO. • •

( ?)

With these should be compared several stones which apparently have the
first element of the name, at least once as the first part of a longer
word, and in two cases followed by V:
.Aboyne

NEHHT(VROBBACCENNEVV)

Bressay

NAHHTVVDDADDS

Incbyra

( . I )NEBHF:rES. • •

Keiss

B~

NEHTEI'RI

Whether it is the same element present in all these is open to doubt;
but it does look as though there were other names on the base
or else that

NEifi'AN

NEHr-,

was a diminutive or other derivative of NERr.

It is worth mentioning that

NEHHEr

1

( Inchyra), if a svarabhakti form of

the same element, is not Celtic, since·none of the Celtic languages felt
any need for an epenthetic vowel in the group

I

xt/.

Whether the

Bs

in the Oghams represent a true guttural spirant, as in the Irish form of

1. There has been considerable speculation on the origin of the name
Nechtan, often in an Irish context; but none of it is particularly
conclusive: 0 1 Rahilly, EIHM. 368; Vendryes, Lex. Etym. :MNOP. s. v.
necht; Meid, Zeitschrift f. vergleichende Sprachforschung ~

303.
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the name, or a weakened one, is uncertain. 1
Another name knovm from elsewhere that occurs in the
inscriptions is:
Scoonie

EDDARRNONN

Brodie

ED.DARRNO •••

Newton

IDDARRNNN

Fordoun

( p) idarnoin

.

This is clearly the same name fotmd in .AU. ( 669) and ATig. ( 668:
RC. xvii. 201):

"ltharnan 7 Corindu apud Pictores defuncti stmt. "

Forbes, 'Kalendars' , gives St. Et hem anus as first bishop of Rathin in
Buchan, and this seems fairly well authenticated..

and the Inscriptions

Whether the bishop,

·

the Itharnan of the Annals/ a.ll refer to the same person is another
question:

it may have been quite a conunon Pictish name. 2

Since it

does not seem to be Celtic in origin3 it might be worth suggesting a
possible derivation (which would, however, disobey the rules of the
developnent of Welsh):

the Latin aternus gave rise to a Welsh name,

fotmd as Eterni (Genitive) on the Clydai stone4, and as Filern in the
written sources:

Edern map Nudd is mentioned in passing in Culhwch ac

Olwen and in Breudwyt Ronabwx, and Edern map Ctmedda had a teiTitory
named after him. 5 ·

It is by no means impossible that the Picts should

have borrowed a name from Latin (or from the Northern Britons), though

1. Bede's form Naiton m~ represent a partly Welshified form, or
represent a part-way stage in the Welsh process xt > ith: LHEB.
§ 60 and p. 708; cf. Harleian Genealogies' Neithon, Bartrum, 'Early
Welsh Geneal. Tracts', sections 4, 5, 16, pp. 10-lL
2. The Fordoun form is anomalous: the initial p might be the final
letter of a previous word (cf. Macalister' s interpretation) or else
a prefix or preposition of some kind; the ending -~might be a
Genitive - cf. Jackson, § .xiii, PP. 166; but one ought of course to
avoid seeing Irish forms in Pictis~
3. PP. 140.
4- CIIC. 430.
5. Edeirnon at BCM. 38. 29, also occurring as Edeirnyawn, Edeirnion.
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its subsequent development would be irregular by Welsh standards.

If

this is so, then the -on/ -an might be the same suf:f'ix as in Nechtan.
A further name which may have had this suffix is T alorgan (found

frequently in the Irish Annals and PKL. ).

1

The simple form Talorgg

also occurs in the Annals and :EKL. , and may also be present in Aboyne' s
MAQQOTALLUORJ:L

2

The Drosten-stone (S~ Vigean's) contains several forms that
probably are found elsewhere.

The name Drosten itself turns up in

manuscript sources3, and is a recognised Pictish name, which gave rise
to the Arthurian Tristan and may be present on the inscribed stone at
Castledor in CornwalL 4

FKL.

.!!:.!9:

If Uoret is a name it is probably the same as

and Old Breton Uuoret. 5

Forcus (pron. Forggus) on the other

hand is Irish, from~ Worgustus 'super-choice';

the name is not the same

as Fergus ( 'choice man' ) , but is found elsewhere. 6

The mixture of

Irish and Pictish names suits a late ninth-century date quite well.
The ninth-centur.y Bressay inscription has certain interesting
implications which ought to be looked at in detail.

During the last

centur.y Bishop Graves7 offered a translation without giving a definitive
reading:
'the Cross of Naddodd 1 s daughter here
Benres the son of Druid here'.

1. See Stokes, TPS. 1888-90

p.

414 for references.

2. Though this would be against Jackson' s rule ( vii), PP. 164.
3. F. g. Book of Deer Notes, ed. Jackson, p. 4 and refs. ; PKL. , again
with a doublet Drust or Drest; A.Tig. 635; 686; 713 etc.
4. CIIC. 4f37; TYP. 329 sqq. , 445.
5. PP. 140.
6. E. g. Adomnan, Vita S. Columbae i. 7: "Forcus filius mac-Erce".
7. PRIA. vi. 248.
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There are several objections to this translation (if ANN is the correct
reading it means
is all one word;

1

there', not 'here';

the last phrase

MEQQDDRROANN,

and the correct reading appears to be

BENNISES ) ,

but it s.eems that in finding links with the Icelandic Landn~bbk,
Bishop Graves mq have been starting in the right direction.

For there

is a f~ly mentioned at several points whose genealogy is as follows:!

-

N addoc:idx2

I

I

Mix-

/

Jorunn
I
I'
BrQndolfr

Beinir
This is apparently a Faeroese family which may have had connexions in
Orkney (at any rate friendships).

This compares closely with some of

the words on the Bressay stone, namely
and the fact that

DATTRR

and

NAHHTVVDDADDS,

appears to be a Norse loan-word3, in spite

of O'Rahilly 1 s apparent scepticism. 4

L

BENNISES

The two names look as if they

/

./.

/

For the relevant points see Landnamabok (Islenzk Fornrit, voL I),
pp. 34-37 (Nad.doddr was one of the 'discoverers' of Iceland and
settled in the Faeroes); 107 ( 1 Hildigunnr was daughter of Beinir
son of Mar, son of' Naddoddr of the Faeroes'); 382 (ThorbjQrn
jarlakappi from the Orlmeys came to settle in Iceland, and bought
land from ~ son of Naddoddr; also the genealogy Beinir son of
~' son of Nad.dod.dr and Jbrunn).
. Cf. also Genealogical Table
XXXIII a.
This seems so well attested that we ~ probably dismiss
the version given in Njhls saga (chapter XLVII), which has Thorgerdr
daughter of MBX, son of Brpnd6lfr son of Naddadr, as having made the
two brothers
and Br9ndolfr into father and so~

Mar

2. Mr. Hermann Palsson tells me that the name Naddoddr is totally
unique and unexplained: one possibility is that it is a compound,
Nadd-Qddr ( 1 point-Oddr'), similar to Orvar-Oddr of the Iey'thical saga
named after him
One might suggest that it was a Norse spelling of
a Pictish name, if Naddoddr did not seem to have come originally
from Eastern Se andinavia.
3. PP. 142.
4. EIIilL 37 4 ~ 2.

are Norse genitives singular in form, though this would not be a
conclusive fact on its

OWI4

ANNA

(the most probable reading) is not

attested as a Norse name until the later middle ages,;

but Unnr is, of

course, and its most famous bearer (Unnr the deep-minded) certainly
came from Scotland.

Equally there is no reason why

have been a Pictish name.

ANNA

should not

It should be noted, however, as Sou thesk

was the first to do,

1 that the formula of this interpretation is neither

Runic nor oghamic:

it would be most unusual if the patronymic came

before the actual

nam~

However, very little is known about Pictish

nomenclature and the formula may be Pictish.
With these conclusions

~

be compared an article by Hermann

Pilsson in Islenzk Tunga (Lingua Islandica) iii. 66-69.

/

Mr. PBJ.sson

inves.tigates; the origins of a family called the Erplings ('descendants
of Erpr' ) , who were an early settlement family in Iceland.

Erpr is not

at all a common Norse name, 2 and he suggests that it may be derived from
the Pictish name Erp, as occurs frequently in PK4for example.

He

finds this supported to some extent by the fact that both of the man's
parents had Irish names, given in Landnamabok as MeldUn. (Maelduin) and
Mrrgjol (Muirgeal);

leyrgjal 1 s father is named GliO'mal 'king of Ireland 1

-

not a known Iri.sh name, but one which Mr. Palsson proposes to equate with
and a king of this name died· in AU. 85 3 at the hands of the
Vikings.

" /. as being a freedman
Since Erpr himself is quoted in Landnamabok

of ./Audr (Unnr) the Deepminded, it is possible that he fell into Viking
hands at around this time.

1. PSAS. xviii. 199.
2. I have found only two other instances of it: in the heroic lays of
the Elder Edda ( CPB. i. 51, 56; ii. 2, 6), where it is of Germanic
origin as it also occurs in Jordanes, and as father-in-law of Bragi
the skald at LandnamabO'k p. 82.
3. This is on the grormds of Oir. gl~o 'battle' ( ZCP. xx. 364 sqq. )
being equated with ~
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All this may seem somewhat hypothetical, but what is
certain is that Erpr bore a name very like the Pictish one, had
parents of Irish families and came from Scotland (and Irish names
continued in his family:

he had a son Dufnall

incidentally, was called Beinir ).

-

whose great-grandson,

All this may be taken as evidence

of the intercourse which existed between Scotland and the Norse world
even in early Viking times.
Other names are not recognisable in the P1ctish inscriptions,
but if the tentative interpretations are correct, then in such an
inscription as St. Ninian' s Isle
that

BES

and

NANA.MMOVEZ

( BESMEQ~ANA.MMOVVEZ)

it is likely

(or the first part of it) are names.

This

can be applied to other inscriptions, and obviously should be to the
St. Ninian's Isle sword-chape (resad fili spusscio), but nothing ver,y
recognisable emerges.

However, the names are no more peculiar than

some of those in HCL., and even have a similar look to them in a few
cases (e. g. Usconbuts, Morbet and many others).

There is one that

seems to occur on Iunnasting and Curmingsburgh III

( ErTECUHErTS,

ErTEC... ) and possibly on Cunningsburgh II

( ••• EHrECONMORS), if this

is not another occurrence of a Neht- name.

More than that it does not

seem possible to say.
This is the total of evidence·that the P1ctish stones provide
for the language of the P1cts, and it can easily be seen that it is
hard to say anything definite.

The best swmnary of the evidence is

certainly Jackson, PP. chapter VI, especially 138-].42.

1

It may be said

here that all earlier theories (both those of Rhys, and those of
Southesk, Nicholson, Diaok and Macalister) were to a greater or lesser

1. See also Wainwright, Ogam xi. 269 and separately, 'the Inchyra Ogha.m'
for further useful discussio~
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extent based on preconceived notions, and twisted the evidence to fit
the ideas.

For the most part the inscriptions are too unclear for

anything to be certain, and when they are clear, there is no general
pattern visible:
one.

one has to confess that the language is not a known

Occasional names are recognisable, and one stone appears to be

in a mixture of Norse and something else.

This shows that one is on

the right lines in following a conventional Ogham transliteration, and
that the inscriptions were meaningful (at least in part), but as far as
language goes the evidence is directly against other sources, which
favour a Celtic language, possibly with Gaulish or at any rate p-celtic
affinities (Jackson, op. cit. ).
evidence.

There are two ways of reconciling the

First, it may be pointed out that about half the

inscriptions come from the Northern Isles, where there is virtually no
place-name evidence for a p-eel tic language (mainly because Norse names
have entirely superseded whatever was there before the Vikings came);
so that there may have been two languages current in historical Pictland,
one mainly in the North and the other in the South.

The other

(complementar,y) possibility is that a pre-Celtic language was kept in
P1ctland for ritual or commemorative purposes even after a Celtic
language was the common spoken medium. 1

This would explain the clash

of evidence, though it does not help us ·in understanding what the
inscriptions actually

s~.

1. This was suggested by Professor Jackson, PP. 154, who has since
pointed out to me that parallels exist in Samothrace and Babylonia
for the retention of an otherwise lost language for ritual purposes.
A further parallel might be drawn with our own practice of erecting
tombstones in Lat~
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Finally, it should be pointed out tha.t the theory of Basque
affinities, first proposed by Rhys, has recently been revived by two
scholars.

A Frenchman, Henri Guiter, has published two papers:

"La Langue des Pictes" in Boletin de la Real Sociedad Vascongada de los
Amdgos del Pa{s, xxiv (San Sebasti~,
picte 11 in Bulletin de

259-271.

1

1968), 281-322;

1' association Guillaume Bud~,

/

and "La pensee
:xxix (Paris,

1970),

The first of these articles has not been available to me

(there does not appear to be a complete run of this periodical in the
countr,y), but if one is to judge by the information supplied in the
second, this may not be a great loss.

It will probably suffice to

quote M. Gui ter' s translation of the Brodie stone:
m~lancolique:

"Il s' en va

Sur sa couche le

ainsi, qu' il ait besoin de pleurs.

poids de la terre qu' il supporte 1' a brul~ • • •
la. neige

...

Il est endormi sous

Pour lui un torrent de plaintes."

The other scholar, more cautious, is Douglas Gifford, of the
Department of Spanish, St. Andrew' s University.

In a radio talk in

1969 he rightly criticised Guiter for twisting the evidence, but suggested
that the question might be worth a further

loo~

He adduced various

words in mediaeval Basque, such as etxeko 'of the house', lurre 'earth'
and ma.ku 'crescent' , which mey be present in the Pictiah inscriptions.
It may be added that, given a pre-Celt{c language in Eastern Scotland,
there is no reason why it should not be connected with Basque, although it
would be surprising if' the forms on the Pictish stones were identical with
those current in Basque during the Middle Ages, since the languages nn1st
by then have been separated for a millennium or so.

Perhaps the time is

now right for a Basque scholar to take a careful and unbiased look at the

1. I am indebted to Anders Ahlqvist, Esq. for this reference.
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~ctish

oghams, preferably with the help of an oghamist, to see whether

anything more may come of this.
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Part II:

,,
r
i

A List of the Pictish Ogham Inscriptions.

.ABERNRrHY
ECMS. 323:

PSAS.

( Perthshire)
IMN

or

QMI

xxvi. 268 ( Rhys 2) :

IMN

xxxii. 345 (Rhys iii):
Nicholson

or

QMI

the same.

B

Diack XIV.
Macalister 16:

IMN

Rev. D. Butler, 'Ancient Church and Parish of Abernethy', photograph
facing p. 230.
Pro c. Cambridge Ant. Soc. vii ( 1892). 88.
National Museum no. IB. 198.
This stone is technically class III (though the fragment is such that it
could have come from a class II stone).
Station Road' (Butler).
the leg of a horse in

It comes from 'a house in the

Apart from the ogham the only other carving is

relie~

The letters are ver,y clear and there is no doubt about the
reading, though it could be in either directio~

1

But there are several

interesting stylistic points, even though the fragment is too
of any linguistic value.

s~

to be

First, the letters are very unevenly spaced,

which is especially surprising as in other respects (consonant slope,
stroke size), the carving is fairly carefuL

Second is the presence of

bind-oghams, which are practically unknown in Irish ogha.ms, though they
are fairly common in Pictish inscriptions and occur in the BB. tract. 2
Thirdly, and most confusingly, the slope of the five-stroke consonant is
such that we are compelled to read the inscription from right to left

L

See below.

2. See pp. 1":1. -18.
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(however unlikely this may seem) if
of a picture. 1

j_ t

is associated with the fragment

The only alternative is to postulate that the ogham

ran vertically (as illustrated here), which still does not help in
orientating the horse.

However, the picture is so fragmentary that

this should not be an overriding

(1)

consideratio~

In the letter Q the bind-stroke is not quite parallel with

the fleasg, as the letter-scores increase slightly in length.

The

consonant-slope is typical of Pictish oghams, and determines the
direction of reading.

M,

2

(2)

An

(3)

After an empty gap there is a clear I, carved with long

ver.y close to the preceding lette~

straight cross-strokes (in ECMS. the bind-stroke is wrongly depicted
as continuing beyond the last score:
The reading is thus:
direction,

• • • QMI • • •

see photograph).

(or, if taken improbably in the other

IMN ).

It seems fairly certain that the other Abernethy ogh~ is a forgery, as
Macalister4 suggests;

however, the .similarity to the Biera tablets5

may be pointed out.
.ABOYNE

ECMS. 205:

MAQQOITALWORH

NAA.HHrFROBBACCAANEVV

PSAS. x. 602 ( Skene)

xviii. 186 (Southesk):
:xxvi. 271 ( Rhys
xxxii.

349

5):

(Rhys vii):

(same reading).
MAQQOI'ALiliORR~NEBHrVROBBACC»mE''V··

(the same).

1. This has been pomted out by Nicholson, Appendix p. 85, and Diack,
p. 74.
2. See above, ~)p. \9.
3. PSAS. xxix. 244; EC:MS. iii. p. 309.
4. p. 215 ~ 15.
5. Macalister, 'Irish Epigraphy' ii. 141.
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Brash p. 364:

MAQQQITALLUORRH

Ferguson p. 139:
Nicholson

NEAHHTFR

OBBAT

CEANNEFF

NF.AHH~.FAROBB~g
---""HGL
• TC

(1) the same;

EANNEFF

E

Diack IX.
Macalister 14:

as Rhys.

The stone is in Aboyne Castle grounds, ver.y close to the southern west
lodge (Grid Reference NJ/522993):
time;

it has thus been moved since Allen' s

originally it was in Formaston churchyard, 2m.. East of .Aboyne.

The first point that should be made is the strange state of the stone;
though only a fragment, it has all the requisite elements:

interlace

cross, Picti~ symbol and apparently complete ogham inscription (for
both lines fit neatly onto the stone as it now is).

1
Rhys' hypothesis ,

then, that the ogham may be later than the breakage of the stone, nust
be taken as virtually certam:

the different techniques of the carving

on the inscription and the cross encourage this view.

The mirror

probably belongs with the cross rather than with the inscription (the
inner line bends to go round the symbol).
The outer edge of the stone as it survives is nowhere near
parallel to the edge of the cross.

Macalister's reconstruction 2 ,

though unconvincing and inaccurate in detail, is the only shape that
will fit what we have.

An appro.xi.mate parallel is seen in another

cross formerly at Aboyne3, though in this instance there is no beading,
and the stone is generally more roughly carved.
The lettering is very clear, and the problems in interpreting
the inscription arise mainly from the use of forfeda and other l..Ulusual

1. PSAS. xxvi. 27 L
2. pl. V, p. 213.
3. ECMS. 210:
published.

it has been moved back to Loch Kinnard since ECMS. was
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forms.

There are two stem-lines;

one on the face, which bends to

avoid the mirror-symbol, and one on the beading, as at e. g. Brodie
(though the carving teclmique is different).
with a V-shaped cross-section;

The scores are gashes

similar to those on

Birs~,

and

furthest removed from the rounded, smoothed lines of such inscriptions
as Brandsbutt.

The letters are of fairly even size, spacing and

slope, though more closely-packed at the top of the right-hand line,
suggesting that the carver was trying to fit it all in.

This may

indicate that the left-hand line comes first, unless the carver was
simply trying to reach the end of a. word.
~

reading agrees closely with that of Rhys:
NEHHTVROBBACCENNEVV
MAQQCJrALllJORRI}

but several points require conment.

Where the vowels are writ ten in

full, all are carved :in the characteristic Pictish way, with crossstrokes at right-angles instead of the Irish notches. 1

The 0 in the

right-hand line is carved with angled strokes, which is again very
common in the Pictish inscriptions, though by no means universal.

2

The fifth letter of the left-hand line is reasonably taken by all
authorities as being the 0-forfid, which occurs elsewhere in P1ctish
and Irish inscriptions.

The groove here is much shallower

the fleasg than at the points where it crosses.
are carved by means of forfeda:
touching (hence All en's AA).

aw~

from

Two of the three Es

in both, the two halves are not quite

The variable ways of depict:ing the same

letter seem to have been quite acceptable within one inscription;

it

probably depended mainly on the whim of the sculptor (perhaps he was

1. See above, pp. 19-20.
2. p. 20.
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showing off his erudition?), rather than indicating any difference in
pronunciation, though this is not impossible.

It does seem strange

that it was just as things were becoming cramped that he used the full
form.

The A. in the right-hand line also has a Pictish form:

with a

serif as here it is found in a good many of the P1ctish inscriptions.
The idea was probably to clarify:

a single straight stroke may have

been felt to be a little ambiguous, and the serif would have been a
convention to make things more

exac~

However, this does not explain

why it was used in some and not other letters of an

inscriptio~

The only consonant requiring comment is the possible H at the
end of the left-hand line:

it is considerably deeper and longer than

any of the other scores, and seems rather incongruous:

it might

conceivably be a 'continuation mark' or else a finishing-mark, though
there is no parallel for this known to me.

At VR in the other line the

stone is a little worn, but this reading is almost certain.
Several interesting linguistic features occur in the
inscription;

for one thing, it is one of several which appear to

contain the Irish MAQQ( -) in some form (this means nothing about the
Pictish language1 );

here the following letter appears to belong as well,

to make a compound word (.2, as composition vowel), though by the probable
date of this inscription (eighth or ninth centur.y) the form maggo- would
have been decidedly archaic.
Others have already commented on the similarity of

TALWORR( H) to a name in :EKL. , occurring in a variety of forms such as
Talorc (with variants) and Talorgan (with variants).

If the names are

the same, it is hard to see how the stop has come to be spelt as a

1. J ackson, PEA. xxxvii. 94;

PP. 141.

4.9

spirant in the inscription.

Stokes

presumably contains the sarne name;

1

has a compound Dubtholarg, which

Rhys

2

compares CIIC. 200 ( Coolmagort

4), MAQITTALL, but this is probably merely a superficial similarity.
In the same wey the first syllable of the corner line, NEHm',

brings immediately to mind the name Nechtan;
two can be is not clear, for the
in T alorgan

(probably

diminutive

-an
-

-~

what the relation of the

ending is probably not the same as
from

*-agnos;

perhaps Neht as a

name was formed from Nechtan by analogy with other pairs.
Finally, there seems no real reason to follow previous
authorities in taking the inner line first (except for the cramped end
of the outer line, which is not conclusive as it may be finishing a
word or name);

if one takes the corner line first instead, the reading

NEHHTVROBBACC:ENEW

MAQQOTALLUORRH

has the marginal advantage of appearing similar to the formulae in the
Irish

inscriptio~

ALTYRE (Morayshire)

sss.

i. pl. 114-

ECMS. iii. p. 136.
PSAS. xc.

246 ( Calder, J ackson):
AMMAnnaAHALLM\ffiVMAAHHRRASSUDDS
'qi~D
•
. 3

This tall class III cross-slab stands in a field near Altyre House, just
to the east of one of the drives (Grid Reference NJ/039553).

The stone

has had a chequered history, and was taken to its present position from
the Laich in about 1820.

1. TPS. 1888-9 0

It seems to have come to the Laich from

p. 4].4.

313•
.3. The A just before double S was omitted by a misprint in the reading
given, though it is referred to 13 lines earlien

2. PSAS.

XXV' i.
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Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.
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Roseisle.
The position of the inscription is shown in the illustration1 ;
it appears to be complete, but the stone has weathered in such a wey
that there is a 'stem-line' visible right up both sides of the stone,
though no letters are apparent outside the inscription as given.

The

guide-lines mentioned by Jackson may be further manifestations of this
tendency of the stone to weather in vertical lines, since the letters
by no means always keep to them, and they are somewhat irregular.
It is not necessary to give an exact account here, but the
following comments could be made on the published reading:

Professor

Jackson's third A is followed by a weathered patch that could have held
two more strokes on the

H-sid~

Since the A itself is blurred on the

B-side this letter may have been a T.
obscure:

The next two s.trokes are also

they almost seem to be :part of an E-forfid, though not quite.

It might possibly be two more H-scores (with the former crossing the
line by mistake), which might then be to be read in conjunction with the
preceding (dubious) three, to give a third Q.
satisfactory, but nor is any other explanation:

This is not very

an A at a slope would

be without parallel.
Of the two Ls, the second slopes more sharply than the first.
Professor Jackson' s first V seems to be something like

>--y-T[-;

the sloping part of the first stroke is very faint, and BL seems a
possibility.

The next two letters, BV, are also very obscure:

the

former could be of more than one stroke, and the latter either two or
three.

The only certainty is that there is nothing on the H-side at.

this point (though there is a dot, due to weathering, opposite the B, as
there is also just after the U).

1. From PSAS. .xc.

248.

The follow:ing M is obscure on the
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H-side:

it might be a B only, or possibly an angled A.
The next A is, as Professor Jackson suggests, probably not a

letter at all (double vowels are almost unknown in the P1ctish
inscriptions).
The second of the two Rs seems rather careless:

the strokes

In the first S, the apparent prolongation

are not all parallel.

opposite the third stroke is fairly certainly due to weathering.
U is of an interesting form, with wavy strokes:

Latheron A.

The

cf. Bressay I, and

Thus the reading may be altered to:
A

AMMAQQI'~L
Q

B L M
L V ~DDS
V
A

which may seem unnecessarily complicated, but parts of the inscription
are decidedly weathered and thus obscure.
It should be pointed out that this is quite a full
inscription:

there is probably a good deal of Pictish grammar if one

could but get at it.

AM before MAQ, if not a name, might be a

preposition (meaning 'for'?);

i f TALL- is the reading it might be

compared with TALL- in Aboyne.
AUQJHOLLIE (Kincardineshire)
ECMS. 218, 219:
PSAS. xx.

VUONON( I )TE!X)V

37 ( Southesk)

xxv1. 2:70 (Rhys 4):

xxxii. 348 (Rhys vi):

vJaNoN~TEJ?OV
VAMUNONITEDOV
B

lix. 265 ( Diack)
Nicholson

D

Diack III
Macalister no. 1:

VUENON

ITEDOVOR
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i)

0

This rough pillar-stone is on a field-bounda:cy a short wa:y north-west
of Nether Auquhollie farmhouse (Grid Reference:

N0/823900 ).

Both

Diack and Macalister claim to have found symbols on this stone (in
different places), but nothing definite or even suggestive is visible
to me.
Macalister has rightly pointed outl that this is the only
fully 'Irish' inscription in Pictland (the Newton stone is the only
other of vaguely Irish type, and it has various PictiSh peculiarities):
the vowels are carved as nicks, not as long scores;

it runs up the

corner of a rough pillar, and the stem-line is not shown;

there are

no forfeda, and even the consonants are on a scale and of a type like
Irish ones.
Diack (and also Rhys very tentatively) thought he saw an A
at the beginning, but I could not see it, nor did Romilly Allen.
may be added here that the corner is so rough

It

that one can often see

what vowel-nicks one wishes, and in several cases the only reading of a
vowel is by measuring the space available, rather than by counting
actual marks.

1. CIIC. 1. p. x.
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(1)

The first letter is clearly a V, at a slop~

(2)

This vowel seems to be a U, followed by a short ga~

(3)

This is probably another U, rather than Allen's 0 or
Macalister's

&

Its first two strokes are longer than

other vowel-strokes in this inscription, but hardly enough
to justify making them consonants (with Southesk, and Rhys
tentatively).

( 4)

A clear N.

(5)

There is one fairly certa.in vowel-notch in this space;
read

~

more would make

would not be

a

to

rather cramped group, though it

impossibl~

(6) Another N, again quite clear.
(7)

It is impossible to tell exactly how many vowel-nicks there
have been in this space (Macalister' s photograph gives an
impression of greater cla.ri ty than there is);

five seems

likely, but the space could have taken more than this;

perhaps

a word-gap occurred, as NJ.acalis,ter thinks.

(8)

T

(9)

Four faint notches, giving E.

is clear.

(10)-(12) DOV are clear, and most authorities give
(13)

thi~

There is a vowel of at least two notches, with a possible
third:

(14), (15)

0 or U.

Two separate B-strokes, with space for one stroke between

them, but no trace of anything;

they preclude the possibility

of Macalister' s R (his photograph again seems to be misleading).
Thus:

BIRSAY

~~

(I)TEDOv-8B.B

( Orlmey)

Two inscriptions were found in the course of excavations here before the
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last war.

They are at present in Argyle House, Edinburgh, awaiting

publication of the finds.

1

One had been reused in the building of

Thorfinn' s palace in the eleventh century;
the beach.

the other was picked up on

Both inscriptions have a hurried, careless air; . such

features as wavering stem-lines, some strokes carved double (as if the
inscriber felt that his first slash had not been clear, and quickly
did another in roughly the same place to clarify it), and unevenness of
the spacing, slope and size of strokes, all combine to give this
impression.

One might go so far as to say that the milieu to which

they belong is much more that of the casual graffiti of the Runic world,
than that of the carefully-planned memorials known from the Irish
oghams or such a stone as Brandsbutt.
L

The wall stone:

1%-"' long;

2

the inscription takes up llJ-" on a fleasg

it is on the only really flat surface of a roughly cuboid

block, approximately

.21J-"

x 12n x

time and been cemented together.

lJ-".

The block has broken at some

The fact that the fleasg is

considerably longer than required again indicates a lack of plruming.
The direction of reading is indicated by several angled vowels.
(1)

The first stroke is quite long, and at right-angles to the
fleasg on the H-side, but at the slope of an M on the B-side.
It could be either a feather-mark or an M, for which there
would be Irish parallels.3

A ver.y faint B-stroke, at a slope,

1. Their existence is mentioned by Cruden, 4th Viking Congress, p. 25;
Rad.ford, Ministry of Works guide to Birsey, p. 5.
~

The 'casual' type of inscription m~ still, of course, be a memorial:
for this type of monument in Orkney, see e. g. Bruce Dickins, 'The
Runic Inscriptions from Maeshowe', R>AS. viii (1929-30). 27-30.

3. Cf. p. :2_ 4- •
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follows it (not visible in the photograph of a rubbing).
It seems artificial, yet carmot be meant as a letter-stroke.
Perhaps it is a false staxt or something similar.
(2)

An 0, quite clear.

It is of the typical Pictish angled

type, but the B-side of the second stroke is double and
rather bent.

(3), (4)

Two Ns are slightly less clear.

In the first one, the

first stroke is double (wide in the photograph);

the second

continues across the line, though this looks accidental and
the spacing suggests a single letter for the whole

grou~

In the second, the first stroke is more sharply angled than
the surrounding ones

(5)

presumably to separate the letter

from the preceding one;

the third score does not quite reach

the fleasg, but is still

definit~

An 0, carelessly carve~

It is of the angled type, but the

first stroke, instead of making a point on the fleasg, makes a
small cross just to the B-side of it;

however, the letter is

not in doubt (though the H-side is faint in the photograph,
and there is the appearance of a long M-group stroke).

(6), (7)

Two Rs, spaced apart from one another;

initial stroke is

(8)

doubl~

This letter is presumably an A, though it is not paralleled
anywher~

It is reminiscent of the A with serif, as at

Aboyne and elsewhere;
serif.

(9)

in the second, the

but the vowel-score protrudes beyond the

This mey be by intention, or due to carelessness.

Here there appear to be six B-group scores;

but the third is

faint and does not quite reach the flea.sg.

It may be a

mistake for N (cf. Golspie, which also has a group of six
equally-spaced strokes);

or it may be to be read LV, ignoring
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the third stroke altogether (its faintness could be
carver's realising that he had started the V too close to
the L, and stopping before it was complete).
satisfactory, way would be to read VV:

A third, less

there is a very slightzy

greater gap between the third and fourth strokes to support
this.

The apparent elongation of the fourth and fifth scores

in the rubbing is an illusion:
to this on the
(10), (11)

there is nothing to correspond

ston~

Two clear Rs end the inscriptio~

The middle score of

the former has bent tips.
After a gap, near the end of the stem-line, there is a very
indefinite H-stroke, continuing a short way across the

fleas~

It seems most improbable that this is part of anything,
especially as nothing seems to be lost before it.

This also

applies to two strokes, one either side of a cemented crack
in

the same face:

they appear to be of the same technique as

the inscription, but cannot be fitted into any rational scheme,
as far as I can see.
The probable reading is therefore:

(M)ONNORRA~VRR
IL

The stone from the shore.

The inscription occupies a mere

on a flat edge of a very irregularly-shaped slab,

14i" x

9~" x 2".

3!"
It

is so weathered that one cannot tell how much more of the inscription
wa.s originally present.

The photograph is fairly accurate, except that

it fails to show patches of
(1)

weather~

A single, sloping stroke on the B-side (the small mark after
it is probably due to weathering).

The surface is worn awey

on the other side, so it could have been a feather-mark or
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1
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angled A (there would not quite be room for an M).

This

and the following letter show the direction in which to read

the inscription.

(2)

Five sloping H-scores:

The first is not so much shorter

Q.

than the others as appears in the

(3)

photograp~

Five fairly straight cross-strokes:
wavy, like the .Al. tyre U. 1

the third, however, is

The spacing strongly suggests one

letter for the whole group, therefore presumably L
that follows could be one of a pair, as at

The dot

Bress~:

there is

a mark opposite it which could be just weathering.

(4)

A long cross-stroke, bent on the B-side, and caiVed with

several strokes.

(5)

This could be either A or M.

One end of an A-, B-, or M-stroke, which could have crossed
over (the other side is worn away here), and could have been
part of a longer letter.
The reading is therefore:

Linguistically, it could be noted for
Norse word Norre£nn 'Norse, Norwegian';

n~

I that there is a

although the possibility of

Norse forms in the Pictish inscriptions, especially in the Northern Isles,
should not be totally discounted, it is unlikely here, because
adjective does not end in -r;

(1)

the

(2) if the 0 at the start of the

inscription (assuming the M to be a feather-mark) were Norse

.£

'from',

one would expect a dative form anyway.

In

n~

II, the ending (A)QI could be part of Old Irish MAQI,

though if it were, it would be the only example of this form in the

1. See p. 2...3.
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P1ctish inscriptions.
BRANDSBUTT
ECMS.

551:

In any case, the A is open to doubt.

(Aberdeenshire)
IRATADDOARENS •••

PSAS. xxxv. 230 ( Coles)
lxxxviii

pl. 8 (ii)

Diack VI:

same reading.

Macalister

5:

(Gordon)

same reading.

The remains of this fine boulder are now in a small Ministry of Works
enclosure (Grid Reference:

NJ/758225) just west of Brandsbutt farm,
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north of

Inveruri~

It is one of the clearest of the inscriptions,

being in Diack 1 s words

1

as legible as the day it was cut 1 •

When

complete the class I monument nust have been very impressive, as it is
a large boulder well used:

the carefully smoothed front and expert

design give an impression of lateness when compared with such a
monument as, for example, the Craw Stane at Rhynie.

This may be

partly due to a difference in the type of rock, however, and such
speculation must really wait until a full study of the Symbol

Stone~

Typologically the ogham might be early in the Pictish seriesl:
there are no forfeda or angled vowels (though their absence does not
prove anything, of course).

But what makes this monument still

recognisably Pictish (apart from its incomprehensibility) is the vowels,
done with long straight cross-strokes, and the presence of a stem-line.
The reading is quite certain;
formerly continued further:

it is also certain that the inscription
the stem-line can be seen to do so.

The

word-divisions of Macalister and Diack (at different places) are not
based on spacings in the. inscription.
BRESSAY

sss.

1.

ECMS. 4:

(Shetland)

30, pll. 94, 95.
CRROSCC : NAHHrWDDABBS

DATTRR

ANN

B~SEF : MEQQDDRROANN
PSAS. v. 239 and pl. 12.
xii. 20 (Goudie)

xviii. 195 (Southesk):

rt

BERNISEST

f'\n

MEQQPDRROIANN

,...

CRROESCC : NAHHTFFDDADDS : DATTRR. ANNB • • •

1. Though it is late compared with Irish oghams: Henderson, 'Picts'
116-117, and indeed is very similar to CIIU 27, 54, 1086; all
late inscriptio~
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1'
( ••:
"' L

I

I.
•

B R£"S5Ay (Ph.etcj ro.fl ·.
Na.JXmu~L /"{~~<.<M cf fl1~w,..~ ))

:xxvi.

297 ( Rhys 16) :

:x:xvii. 411 ( Rhys):

as ECMS.
BENNISES • • •

xxxii. 377 ( Rlzys xix) :

Brash

p.

Ferguson
Nicholson

etc .

nuch the same.

354p. 134-

L

PRIA. vi. 248 (Graves, also in Gentlemen's Magasine, July 1885, pp. 808L)
Diack XIII: CRROSCC NAHHI'VVDDACS DATTRR -'NNA.
BERRISEST
Ma.calister 8:

MEQQDDRROANN

cRROscc: : NAHHrWDDAl_)J?S : DATTRR :
BEWIS : ES :

ANN

MEQQDD~N

National Museum, Catalogue No. IB. 109.
The decoration on this class III stone is generally,considered to be a
blend of Scandinavian, Irish and Pictish elements 1 , and Norse influence
tends to be confirmed in the form and content of the inscription,
specified below.

as~

On the whole the lettering is pretty clear, and

disputes have tended to range more arotu1d the interpretation of the two
full inscriptions, one occupying each narrow side of the stone.
On each inscription there occur pairs of dots, situated one
on each side of the fleasg;

these can only be intended as word-

divisions, and as such are paralleled once in Cunningsburgh III,
possibly :in Birsey II and very commonly in runic inscriptions, as
pointed out by Graves 2 and Allen3;
inscriptions see Kermode. 4

for good examples in runic

This is quite useful, as in conjunction

1. Dr. Stevenson dates it in the ninth centur.y:
2. PRI.A. vi. 248-249.

3. ECMS. iii. p. 9.
4-

'Manx Crosses'

pll. xxx;

xlii.

PP. 128.
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with other examples of word-division to be found, it rather confirms
the thesis that word-initial consonants are not usually doubled
(especially so since there is a marked preponderance of doubled
consonants in this inscription).
But if one accepts this, it must be
insert
strictly followed: one cannot/further word-divisions where it suits
one's thesis, as do Macalister and

Diac~

The first word of the longer side,
one unusual form:
shows it' but

CRROSCC,

possesses only

the 0.

This is carved not quite as Ma.calister

>~-~r---

, with the little notch either side

J

'

prett.y well at right-angles to the

stem-lin~

the fleasg, though the second one almost does.

Neither quite touches
The second stroke of

the 0 is very slightly longer than the first.
The second word starts clearly

NAHHrVVDDA,

and then follow

what are probably two more Ds, but they are modified. in a unique
fashion, thus: )

1r

There is a superficial resemblance to one

of the oghams in BB. , Calder' s no. 54 ( ogham insni theach or
'infilleted'), which is unlikely to be significan~

The probable

explanation is that this form was simply the carver's whim

-

perhaps

as with the many fo:rms of E in Iunnasting (and elsewhere) he was showing

off his knowledge, or merely being

decorativ~

Alternatively some

modified D (possibly a voiced spirant) .is not impossible, though one has
to beware of suggesting Norse interpretations by presupposing a Norse
sound.

This word closes with an S.
The final word on this side starts with ANN,

vowel is of the angled type.

in which the

There follows a stroke on the B-side,

which Diack read as an A, making the whole a woman's name

ANNA;

this

is perfectly possible, since there is what could be the tip of a stroke
emerging from a patch of wear on the H-side at this place, thus:

>

t
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In the inscription on the other edge, all is pretty clear.
The first word is
other letters:

BENNISES,

although the two Ns are less clear than

the scores of the first one cross the fleasg slightly

(though not enough to make an R possible).

In the second, the third

and fourth scores and part of the fifth are rather faint, though this
does not alter the reading.

The I has long wavy strokes, with a

slight slope, opposite to that of the

M-aicm~

The one pair of dots in this line comes after

B:FNNISES:

Macalister 1 s illustration and reading (different from one another) are
both extremely inaccurate in this

respec~

The other word in this line therefore, if the dots are a sure
guide, is

MEQQDDRROANN.

There are two unusual forms here:

one is the

crossed Rs seen also at Burrian and in manuscripts, here very carefully
carved.

1

The other is the 0-forfid, as at Aboyne and elsewhere. 2
Thus the reading for the whole inscription is fairly

certainly:
CRROSCC : N.AHHrVVDDA(DD)S

DATTRR

ANN(A)

BENNISES : MEQQDDRROANN.
There are several points of linguistic interest:

first,

several of the words have a fairly recognisable look, taking into account
the fact that one can bear in mind a Norse or Irish context as well as a
Pictish one, since the sculpture on the stone is probably of Viking date. 3
The detailed interpretation is discussed in the introduction, 34--36;

it :is

sufficient to note here that some of the names seem to tie up with a
family cited in the Icelandic Landn~bbk.

1. See p.

On the form

CRROSCC

see

2..4- for details of the manuscript occurrences.

2. See p. ~I.
3. So R. Radford, Antiquity xvi. 16, though without gJ.VJ.ng good reasons,
and for 'runic' read 'ogham'; Stevenson, loc. cit.
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p. 3 I •

With

(CIIC. 503);

MEQQDDRROANN

Rhys1 compares a Manx ogham,

the resemblance is slight, howeven

a name from a Manx runic inscription2 :
KRS

3

:PINA: ••

MAQI

DROJlrA

He later compared

TRUIAN : SURrtT.FKALS : RAISTI ::

Since, as Principal Rh.ys pointed out, D was not used

in Manx runes 1 the form is quite close to the Bressay one.

Whether

there is any connexion, however, remains in doubt, although
geographically Shetland and Man were fairly close as far as the Vikings
were concerned.

The Manx inscription is most unlikely to be as early

as the ninth century.
Whether or not the last word of the first line is

ANNA,

the

formula of the inscription is not like anything in Norse or Irish
inscriptions4:

one would expect to have the owner of the cros.:s named

first, and then the ancestry.

It should be added at this point that

ANN, if it is Irish, means 'there', not 'here', and the various
interpretations based on that guess are not really valid.
a woman 1 s name at this point is what one would expect.

B.RODIE

( Mor ayshire)

SSS. i. p.

( 'Dyke 1 ,

'Rod.ney 1 Stone)

9, pll• .xxii, xxiii (without inscriptions).

ECMS. 136, 137.
PSAS. xx. 14 ( Southesk)
xx:vi.

287 ( Rhys 8)

xxxii. 367 (Rhys x)
Ferguson § 217.

1. PSAS. xxvi. 299.

2. PSiS. xxxii. 379.
3. Kermode ,no. 92, p. 169 , pl. xlii.
~

Southesk pointed this out first.

On the whole,

..1..
~

0

\.

u...

{3R.O.]) IC

I~R.ONT
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Nicholson

H

Macalister

7.

A fully typical class II stone, this was brought to Brodie Castle from
Dyke church, where it was dug up.

It had been re-used as a tombstone,

and as a result there are two pairs of letters caxved on the face, and
the inscriptions are worn to the point of being nearly indecipherable.
It now stands where the east lodge of the castle used to be, by the
edge of the castle grounds (grid reference N~984577).
Macalister's reading is on the whole too fanciful to be
worth considering seriously, but is quoted for the sake of completeness:
Front, right

VONSEO:pTO

Back,

left

MADE

right

EDDARRNON

OEVV

IPENN

GARIOZ.

ILCIUDOVORR VI1'1t'OR

Other authorities 1 agree in reading EDDARRNON·,
more letters they manage to detect.

and v~ in how many

The readings suggested here are

highly tentative, as the stone is so worn;

the stem-line must

originally have been deeper than the letters, as it remains visible
where the letters have gone.
(A)

Front, right.

(1) Three right-angle strokes to the right, giving V.
However, the surface is lost opposite the first, so that

AL

is

possible.
(2) Two straight cross-strokes:

(3) Five strokes to the right:

0.
N.

Then there is an illegible gap of about 3"', into which five strokes
could be fitted.

(4) Four cross-strokes at right-angles:
1. Including Diack, p. 67.

E
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(5), (6) Two letters, each of four strokes to the left:
(7) Two angled cross-strokes, giving 0.

ea

These show by the

direction in which they point that the inscription should be read
upwards.

The left side of the front of the stone does not look as i f
it ever bore an inscription, though it is difficult to be certain about
this.
(B)

Back, left.

(1)

Five sloping cross-strokes, giving

is faint (hence Macalister' s final

z:,

&

The first of these

since he read this one

downwards), but fairly certain (Southesk, Rhys, Nicholson all read R).

(2) Two sloping cross-strokes, the second rather fali1t.

The

first is nearer to right-angles than any of the surroWlding strokes,
and~ possibly be a vowel (giving Al1 for these two strokes);

however, G is m::>re likely.

( 3) Five equally-spaced strokes;

the first four are visible

only on the B-side, but the final one continues across.

Since the

H-surface is lost opposite the first four strokes, it can be taken
that this letter was probably I:

the spacing makes any subdivision

unlikely.

(4) Five strokes on the B-side:· N.

The first two are at a

slight angle, and the H-surface is lost opposite the last two, but
again the spacing is against a subdivision.

(5) Three sloping cross-strokes:
bent.

-

NG.

The latter two are

1

( 6) A. single H-stroke follows a gap where the H-sur:face is
illegible.

Since there was apparently never anything on the B-side

1. Cf. Introduction, p. 2..4.
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here, this gap must have contained three H-group strokes if it
contained anything.

Hence C is very likely, with only the final

stroke visible.

(7) After a short distance, another H-group stroke appears,
followed by a further illegible patch on the same side.

Any letter

in the H-aicme is possible.

(8) Five ver,y dubious H-group strokes could be a ~
(9) A fairly clear 0, carved with straight strokes.
(10) Two H-group strokes at right angles: D.
(11) Three slightly sloping strokes to the left:

T.

( 12) An 0, carved with angled strokes, presumably indicating that
this inscription should be read upwards, as most authorities have done.

(13) Four right-angle strokes to the right.

The last is slightly

separated from the others, but probably not enough to jus tity its
separation.

(14) Two sloping strokes to the

lef'~

The H-side is illegible

at this po:int, hence either 0 or L is possible.
1
(15) A sloping cross-stroke (angled ) is closely followed by a
single B stroke.

These ought to make MB, but are so close together

that it is tempting to see them as one letter.

However, the wear is

too severe f'or further speculation.

(16) Four strokes to the right:

S.

All of the last seven

letiters are fairly widely-spaced, and the gaps may often have
contained further strokes now

loa~

However, none of' the gaps is so

large that it could not be just a space between letters.
( C)

Back, right.

This inscription is, to start with, clearer than

the oth era, and evidently once continued most of the wa:y up the stone.

1.

cr.

the Introduction, p. 2.4- and letter 5 above.
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(1) Four straight cross-strokes:

~

The B-side of the first

is lost owing to the loss of the corner of the stone, but the letter
is not in doubt.

From the shape of the stone it is unlikely that

anything ever preceded this letter.
(2), (3) Two Ds are quite clear, the first sloping slightly
more than the second.

(4) A single vowel-stroke:

A.

(5), (6) Two Rs, accurately spaced to avoid confusion.
(7) Five B-group strokes, of which the first t~xee are at
slightly more of a slope than the last two.

However, the spacing

is such that the reading N is not in doubt.

(8) Two vowel-strokes:

0.

(9), (10) Seven B-group strokes, followed after an interval of
wear by a further single one.

The gap is such that two more strokes

would fit it, making NN extremely probable.

The spacing between the

fifth and sixth strokes may be slightly greater than between the
others, but if so it is very little.

Slope is not terribly accurate,

some strokes sloping a little more than others;
are not great.

but the differences

A gap of about 5" follows the last stroke;

five or

more strokes mey be lost here.
(11), (12) Opposite the clamp two groups of three H-strokes are
visible.

These may be TT, but one cannot tell whether they continue

across, so UU is a possibility.

(13) This letter probably consists of five straight vowel-strokes,
giving L

However, the fourth s.eems to be incomplete, lacking part

of the B-side next to the fleasg, and it does not seem to have been
worn away.

The 1 etter is hardly in doubt, though.

It is followed by a long gap of 14", in which nothing is legible.
( 14) Two M-group strokes would give G if the letter is complete.
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( 15) After l:i" (a little wide for a letter-gap, but perhaps
not impossible) there seem to be three further strokes of the same
type, giving N""G if' there were never more.
of letters above this, but nothing

There are more traces

legibl~

Thus tentative readings for the three inscriptions are:

(A)

V
ALON ••• ECCO •••

(B)
( C)

TT
+.J
EDDARRNONN. • • UU I. • • GiN"G •••
These inscriptions are too fragmentary to be of very much use

linguistically, except that the name F.ddarrnonn recurs on the Scoonie
stone and elsewhere.

BUCKQUOY

1

( Birsay, Orlmey)

J ackson (forthcoming), PSAS. :

( E)TMIQAVSALLC
Q

or

( E)~DACTANIMV

This is a spindle-whorl found by Dr. Anna
excavations, in a pre-Norse layer.
circle on one side.

~ tchie

in the course of her

There is an ogham inscription in a

The reading will l;>e taken clockwise, though it

1. See Introduction, p. 33.
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could go in either direction.
(1)

A small cross to the outside of the fleasg could be an
E-forfid, but is more likely to be a starting

(2)

V.

Three strokes on the outside:

marker~

If one reads clockwise

then these strokes slope in the wrong direction;

but in a

circular ogham this may not be conclusive (but cf. Logie
Elphins tone).

(3)

.A s:ingle sloping cross-stroke:

(4)

Five short cross-strokes:

(5)

Five strokes on the outside.

M.

L
The first fails to reach the

fleasg since it meets the last score of the I;
and fifth meet at a point on the

the fourth

fleas~

(6)

.A single short cross-stroke:

(7)

Three scores on the inside of the circle:

A.
V.

A possible very

short score just before them is probably not part of a letter;
it may have been intended to clarifY the first of the three (as
happens on several occasions in the knife-handle inscriptions).

(8)

Four strokes to the inside:

(9)

A. T-shape lying across the fleasg.

S.

This is probably the A

with serif, as at Aboyne and elsewhere, though if one reads
clockwise the serif is here on a dif'f'erent side from that in all
other occurrences, and the serif is in this instance unusually
long.

(10), (11)
(12)

Two Ls are clear.

Four strokes to the outside, with a possible fifth just before
them:

C or Q.

This gives Jackson's first reading;
if one reads anti-clockwise.

the second one is obtained

As Professor Jackson sa:ys, the former is

more pronounceable, and what slight evidence there is suggests that
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circular oghams should be read clockwise (for several analogues to this
whorl, and circular oghams in general, see chapter I).
possible mis-spelling of

BURRIAN

MEIQ

or

MAIQ,

see p.

On MIQ as a

30.

(Orkney, North Ronaldsay)

ECMS. 20:

UORRANN( UU) RRAC'rPEVVCERROCCS

PSAS. xii. 20 ( Goudie)
xviii. 200 ( Southesk)
xxvi. 292 (Rhys 11)

• • • U. OR. R.AN .NUURRAC'rPEVVCERROCCS

uoRRANNvll~arPEVVCERROCCS
"
~NGRRAar:rEFF~CCS
.....

xxxii. 372 (Rbys xiv)

Brash

p. 362.

Ferguson

p. 135.

•••

• • • RRANN

UURRAar

THErTS

CCRROCCS

J

Nicholson

Macalister 12.

IOLIRBAl\lN

UTRRAC'r

KEVV

CEROC<DS

Arch. Scot. v _pl. 46.
National Museum, Catalogue no. GB. L
This is a ver.y lightly-incised
possibly parts of a fish below;
II).

fl~

stone, with an outline cross and

thus technically class III (or perhaps

It was found during a nineteenth-century excavation of the Brough

of Burrian;

the finds do not seem to be. very well stratified, and all

that can be said of its date is 'seventh or eighth century'.

The

inscription is in bind-oghams throughout, with several irregular forms.
It starts very indistinct, but the latter part is adequately clear.
However, it is not very carefully written
somewhat irregular

-

-

even the stem-line is

and ca.rmot have taken long to execute (although

the cross. has a regular, planned appearance).
(1)

An I is fairly clear at the start, though parts of it are lost.
There may have been further letters below

i~
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(2)

This letter is probably a bound D, although the second
stroke continues across the fleasg.

If this is not a

mistake, the letter may have been 0, though it does not
look worn.

(3)

A single stroke to the right, closely followed by another at

a slope and continuing across the fleasg.

These two should

read BM, but they are very cramped to be two letters.

(4)

L

F1ve straight cross-strokes:

The middle one and the

left-hand bind-stroke are largely worn away.

(5), (6)

Two Rs, fairly clear, and both with slightly curved

bind-strokes.

A small mark just after the former one, if it

is a stroke at all, is probably a false start to the second
one.

(7)

A small stroke to the left (not the right, as Macalister) may
be an H, if it is a letter at alL

(8)

A single cross stroke:

A.

There

~

be a ver.y faint serif

on the end, as in letter (14) below.

( 9), (10)

Two small Ns, with strokes of gradually increasing

length and thus sloping bind-strokes.
(11)

Eather side of a patch of wear on the fleasg emerge three
sloping strokes.

This llD.lSt have been an angled U, but it is

strange that it is not bound, and the strokes must have been
successively longer than one another.
have contained another letter
(12), (13)

( 14)

cr.

two or three strokes.

Two Rs, with rather curved bind-strokes.

An A with serif. 1

(15), (16)
1.

or

The patch of wear might

C and T, the second letter at more of a slop~

Introduction, p. 2.1. •

The
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bind-strokes of both are not parallel with the
(17)

fleas~

A cross, of which one stroke is at right angles to the fleas~
Presumably, as at Newton, it has consonantal value, therefore
probably K. 1

(18)

A clear E, carved with straight stroke~

(19), (20)

Two Vs, the second more cramped than the firs~

( 21)

A very small C.

(22)

An E carved with the cross-forfid, the two halves being

separated (as in the two I.unnasting examples2).
(23)

A pair of crossed Rs, as on Bressif, but less carefully

carved.

(24)

The ends of these strokes are not bound.

A bound 0, which of course (owing to its form) is not dissimilar

to the 0-forfid.

The first stroke continues out beyond the

bind-stroke on the left-hand side,.
(25), (26)
(27)

Two Cs, the second at right angles.

An S, in which the strokes increase sharply in length, producing

a very sloping bind-stroke.

There does not seem ever to have

been anything after this.
The reading is thus:
IDBMIRRHANNURRACTKEVVCERROCCS
Hardly anything is recognisable
CERROCCS may be a spelling for
a mistake

Bress~

in

this inscription

CRROSCC.

If so,

it is most unlikely to be an alternative

COS

but
must be

pronunciatio~

CERR-, however, might represent a svarabhakti form, kar-, which could
arise for example

in

possess initial kr-.

a loan-word if the borrowing language did not itself
In any case, it seems likely that we have here

1. Cf. Introduction, p. 2..1 •
2. Cf. p. 2.1.
3. See p. .2..'+.
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some form of a word for 'cross'.

CUNNINGSBURGH

(Shetland)

Three ogham-inscribed fragments come from this parish (as well as three
runic inscriptions, of which two do not seem to be comprehensiblel);
they are listed nnder RCAHM

'Orlmey and Shetland'

no. 1136, but there

are only three, not four as stated (see below).
No. I
ECMS. 11:

?

PSAS. xii. 20 ( Goudie)
xvii. 306 n. 1 ( Goudie)
xviii. 206 ( Southesk):

IR ••

xxvi. 294 ( Rhys 13)
xxxii. 376 (Rhys xvii):
Brash

IR

or

RI

p. 366.

Nicholson

N

Macalister 17:
Goudie

IR(U)

'Antiquities'

p. 53;

RCAHM

'Orlmey and Shetlan:i' no. 1136(1).

National Museum, no. IB. 114.
This fragment, decorated on one side, is very evenly cut in bind.-ogha.ms 2
on the reverse, and the direction of reading is shown by the angled
vowel.
(1)

This letter seems definitely to have contained five straight
strokes, though half of the first is lost, owing to the
breakage of the stone:

L

ECMS. iii. p. 19;

2. p.l7.

L

Vik. Ant. VI. 158-160.
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C. UN NI N GS.E U RGH, No
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I
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(2)

This R follows a gap in which nothing seems to be los~

( 3)

Two angled strokes are quite clear, but the right-hand
bind-stroke continues past the second, so the letter must
originally have contained at least three

stroke~

The reading is thus:

+

IIU

It is of course quite common to have different types of
vowel-stroke within a single

inscriptio~

No. II
ECMS. 10:

D(E)V( O}DDR(E)

••• EHrECONMOR

PSAS. xvii. 306 ( Goudie)

xviii. 206 (Southesk):
xxvi. 29 5

( Rhys 14) :

••• ROMQOSEFBE •••

DEVODDRE

EHI'ECONMOR

xxvii. 411 ( Rhys)
xxxii. 374 (Rhys xvi)

Goudie

'Antiquities'

Nicholson

EHrECONMORW1

D(~)v(g)nnRS

53-54-

M

Diack :X (1).
Macalister:
RCAHM

Effi'ECONMOZS

DEV ••• ODRS

'Orkney and Shetland'

no. 1136 (2).

This slab has two lines of writing, one on a face and one on a corner
(which is one of very few Pictish oghams on the corner of a stone) •
.Macalister' s account and illustration are on the whole pretty accurate.
Direction of reading is shown to be the same in both lines by the
slopes of consonants.
The face:

(1) An E, of which the strokes diminish gradually
length.

in

The tips of the B-side are lost owing to
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damage.

There does not seem to have been a fifth

stroke, though one cannot be

certai~

( 2) .A single stroke to the left:

The part nearest to

H.

the fleasg is lost owing to damage.

Like all the

consonant-strokes in the face inscription, it is ver.y
long and spindly.

(3) Three strokes on the same side, but spaced aw~ from
the H and not at such a slope:

T.

(4) Four of the shorter vowel-strokes:
in

&

Some letters

the face inscription (this one, and nos. 6, 9, 10)

give the appearance of being bound (or partially bound).
This is probably due to the wear that the stone has
suffered;

if bind-strokes were ever present they must

have been considerably shallower than the actual letters,
since they are now so much less visible.

(5) Four long H-group strokes:

~

(6)-(9) The letters ONMO are all quite clear, though both
vowels are more worn than other letters.
(10) This letter consists of at least four M-group strokes.
A fifth stroke actually on the corner is only visible on
the B-side, but owing to wear one cannot tell whether it
originally continued right
is R, not Z;

acros~

If so, this 1 et ter

if not, the corner stroke must belong with

the following letter.
( 11) There are four B-grnup strokes on the end of the stone;
these will give N or S, according to whether the
preceding stroke is taken with them or not.
The fleasg seems to end with a small shallow depression, much too short
to be a vowel.

Rhys later thought he saw a single vowel-stroke on the
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next corner, but I could not see this.
The corner:
( 1) Two H-group strokes could have been part of a longer letter.

(2) As fa.r as I could see there are only two vowel-notches (very
short, like those on Keiss

B~1 ) present here, though Rhys,

Allen and Macalister all have E.

Four would be very cramped,

though three are a possibility.

(3) A very sloping V is clear, followed by a gap in which there is
only part of a single H-s-core visible.

However, since the

H-surface is largezy intact here, anything lost must have been
on the B-side.

(4) Two sloping H-scores could have been D or 0, but they are so
close to the following letter that an angled vowel would have
been rather cramped (I could not see Macalister' s 'lower tip
in the second of its scores • • • detected in the spallmatrix" ).

(5) .A. certain D, at right angles.
(6) .An R is fairly clear, although the B-side of its first stroke
is lost.

(7) The last visible letter is S, of which the last two scores
have lost all but their tips.

· It could have possessed a fifth

score, and the- inscription may well have continued further.
The readings are thus:
RS
••• Em' ECONMO ZN

EHTECON

••. DuOv .•. 8n~ ...

may be the same as Cunningsburgh III,

1. Cf. Rhys, PSAS. xxvii. 411.

ErTECA...

and Lunnast:ing,
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ETTECUHEI'TS;

or else it may have been Neht ••• originally (cf. Keiss Bay).

Rhys compares various names from Irish written sources, as follows:

ATig.

Tolair aithicain/Tolar(g) (mac) Aithicain (AD. 686, RC. xv:U. 209~

AU.

Talorgg mac Acithaen, Accidan

AFM.

Aedhacan, Aedhagan.

LL.

&ducan, gen. lEducain

(648).

(318 a 1, 340 a, b).

However, the AFM. and LL. forms are Irish diminutives of the
1

the other two examples are presumably a Pictish name ;

name Aed;

whether

and Ai thicain could be the same is open to doubt, though they are

Effi'ECON

not unlike one another.
If
~ was

MORS

is the correct reading, it may be pointed out that

presumably the Cel tic-Pictish word for 'big';

non-Celtic

-s might then be a

terminatio~

No. III

.

Macalister no. 19:

EI'TECO ••• ATVV.ALT ••• RrT.A •••

Diack X (2).
RCAHM

'Orkney and Shetland'

Goudie

1

Antiquities 1

no. 1136 (4).

54-55.

A parallelogram-shaped fragment, with three ogham lines.

2

Macalister

suggests that they were constructed in a rather improbable way, as one
continuous line;
one end;

it is true that the middle line does bend sharply at

but more positive evidence than this would be needed on which

to base such an unusual hypothesis, and consonant-slope is against his
direction of reading the second line.

1. Cf. Stokes, TPS. 1888-90 p. 392, who favours the Tigernach
2. Pl. VIb, p. 216.

fo~
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The inscription at the wider end:

( 1)

There is a cross at the end of the fleasg:

this is

presumably the E-forfid, and is strikingly close to the
same occurrence on Lunnasting.
(2)-(4)

TTE

are quite clear, the vowel this time carved with

angled scores.

( 5)

Although parts of this 1 et ter are lost, there is no doubt
that it is a C.

( 6)

A single, longish stroke at right angles, presumably a vowel.

The letter could well have been

longe~

The middle line:

(7)

Three B-scores, slightly unevenly spaced, though probably not
enough to warrant separating them.

Hints of a single stroke

either side before this are probably just
ston~

unevennesse~

in the

After it, however, there are two definite dots, one

either side of the fleas g.

1

Since they are rather far awa:y

from the fleasg, they may have been added as an afterthought,
perhaps becaus:e the carver decided that the word-division
needed clarifying.

(8)

A sloping D indicates the direction of reading this line.

(9 )-( 11)

.ATT

are quite legible;

the consonant strokes especially

are very short.

(12)

This letter could be either

U or

V;

the strokes are ver.y

short, and are slightly to one side but seem to cross the
fleas g.

(13)

A single stroke that goes off the edge of the stone could have
been part of a longer vowel or consonant.

1. Cf. p.

2..5" .
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The third line ought to be read in the opposite direction to the other
two, since two consonants slope in a way that should be conclusive.
But the angle of slope is not great, and it may be that it should be
ignored in order to read the line in the same direction as the other
two:
(14)

Clearly R, although parts of the first two strokes are m:is sing

(15), (16)

These letter would be

other lines, or

VV

TT

if read according to the

according to their own slope.

Macalister 1 s final A does not appear to exist, although there
is a mark in the photograph.
The readings are therefore:
ErTEcA •••

• • • V:DATT~ •••
B
M

••• RTT. • •

( or)

Finally, the myth of the
discounte<i

••• VVR •••
1

fourth Cunningsburgh fragment' Imlst be

This is listed under

no. 1136 ( 3) , who re :fer to Goudie

RCABM
1

1

Orlmey and Shetland'

Antiquities 1

p. 5 ,3.

Here Goudie

mentions an extra Cunningsburgh :fragment, but he is in fact referring to
the

IRE

stone (no. I here).

This is show.n by the fact that he

1
mentions it again as being found by a :Mr. Cogle.
this was the man who found the

IRE

stone.

2
Brash confirms that

The Royal Comnission seems

to have misunderstood Goudie 1 s statement in his book, and they in turn
deceived Wainwright, who in his useftil map of Pictish Oghams3 has one

1. At PSAS. :xii. 20 and xvii. 306 (and f. n. 1 ).
2. p. 366.

3. Ogham xi and separately,

1

the Inchyra Stone 1 •
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too many dots in the cluster around Cunningsburgh (there should be six,
three Cunningsburgh and three St. Ninian' s Isle, of which two are lost,
instead of seven).

DUNADD

(Argyll)

Antiquity xxxix. 300 (Jackson):
N
HCSD-~--Y-1VH-T

~----VQRfHMDNHQ
Carved on the living rock, near the top of the fort, the inscription is
presumably to be associated with the other carvings a few feet away
1
(which are a boar, a footprint and a cup-shaped hollow ).

The

inscription is without a stem-line, which makes it extremely awkward to
read, and it is ver,y strange that the cracks in the rock were not used
for this purpose.
There is little to add to Jackson' s analysis of the Oghams;
but one point that should be made is that as it stands the inscription
is (uniquely) quite unpronounceable.

Either it must be discarded as

gibberish, or some vowels must be worked into it by, as Jaokson says,
speculative juggling with the stem-line.
a vague hypothesis;

but it seems

This admittedly produces only

justif~able

by the fact that many of

the 'consonants' do look slightly more like vowels (of an IriSh type,
being nicks, not long scores), and by the fact that if a line is imagined
through the middle of the M-group strokes in the lower line, it will go
through the middle of some letters (this is probably more important than
the actual size of strokes, since the wear is such that it is impossible

L

Radford, Antiquity .xxvii. 238;
pl. XVb.

Thomas, Arch. J. cxx. 40;

PSAS. lxxiv.
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to tell how long most of the strokes originally were).
In the first line, then, it seems possible to imagine a
stem-line through the middle of the first two letters and through the
last (single-stroke) one before the crac~

There may be the remains

of a V at the end of the line, after the T:

the marks are dismissed

by Jackson as 'faint marks • • • not letters but appear to be
accidental scratches' , and this is probably the case;
spacing makes a letter

but the regular

possibl~

In the second line one can postulate a stem-line through the
third letter;

under these circumstances it should be suggested that

the second letter with five long strokes is another R (differentiated
from the first by sloping less), rather than I, as the vowels are short
Irish-type nicks if the hypothesis is right.

The stem-line would then

continue through the middle of the two last letters, making these vowels
as welL

The single-stroke letter before the M is so short that it may

be a vowel;

but if so it is somewhat

off-centr~

This would produce a highly conjectural reading as follows:
N
AESD-T--V~VA-TY

This does not make the inscription any more recognisable, but
has the advantage that it might be in some language unknown to us, since
it is at least pronounceable for the most part.
On the whole the inscription gives an impression of being one
of the earliest F1ctish inscriptions (by which one means most like the
Irish inscriptions, as is Auquhollie):

the absence of a fleasg, the

short nicks for vowels (if they are vowels), and the complete absence of
forfeda or later forms all separate it off from the Scholastic nature of
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most of the F1ctish corpus.
area (since a

1

Although this could be a difference of

Pictish 1 inscription in the West is strange anywa:y:

if

carved by invaders, they might have had to find a West coast, 1. e. Irish
oghamist to do it for them, for example), yet a difference in date seems
just as likely.

However, this does not fit in with the historical

mat.erial, since A. D. 736 (AU. ) is our last record of the Pict s 1
capturing Dunadd;
,earlier

as Jackson points out, if we postulate an

capture as the occasion of carving the inscription, we would

perhaps DeEd to

:~

why the Irish, on regaining the fort, did not

deface the Pict ish inscription.

But if 736 or after is the date of the

inscription, it cannot be much earlier than many other Pictish
inscriptions which have a much more 'Scholastic' appearance.

This is

an incongruity that cannot be solved on the present evidence.

[FORDOUN

(Kincardineshire)

PSAS. xxvii. 4].2 ( Rhys)
xxxii.

348 ( Rhys)

Macalister no. 6:

VUN(I)MSEI'IDR

BRE( •• • EN)N

Al. though Rhys saw traces of an ogham on this stone, he considered them
indecipherable.

Macalister 1 s reading

i~

given for the sake of

completeness, but I could not see an inscription, although there
once have been one;

m~

the stone has been under cover for some time now

and is unlikely to have weathered much since Macalister's time, although
it became badly worn some time before the nineteenth century.
real half-uncial inscription is given below, in the section of
inscriptions in Roman letters.]

The very
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(Sutherland)

GOLSPIE

SSS. i

( 'Kilmaly' )

pl. 34, p. 12.

ECMS. 48:

ALLHHALLORREDDM(A~8kNUUVVHRR ffig

PSAS. xviii. 193 (Southesk)

xx. 22 (Southesk):

ALLDALLDQQAADDMQQMJFFHRRI(A)NN

xxvi. 288 ( Rhys 9):

ALI1ffi&\LLORREDDMA
•
• HCH!JNRuvvHRREIRF
Q Q U .A IANN

xxxii.

368 ( Rhys xi):

ALL~ALLO~DM(A) QQNUUVV~RREWG
\,..,/

xlii. 347 ( Bannerman)
lxxiv. 85 and pl. XXXVIII (Curl e)

Brash, p. 36 3.
Fergu son, p. 151.
Nicho1son

I

Diack XIL
Mac alis ter 11:
RCAHM.

ALLHHALLORR

'Sutherland'

no. 295.

EDDARR NAIVALA.RRmm
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Formerly at Craigton churchyard ( 2m. from Golspie), the stone is in
the private museum at Dunrobin castle, just north of the town.

It is

a fairly typical class II monument, with a cross on one side and
figures on the other.

Unusually, expecially for a class II :roonoment,

the fleasg is not marked;

this produces doubt about the intended

positions of some letters;

but the lettering is still quite sharp and

can be read with some surety.
(1)

The A with serif is certainly the beginning of the
inscription;

the chipped corner below it is original, since

the decoration fits round it (as on the Maiden Stone and the
Dupplin cross).
(2), (3)

Two Ls, well sloped and carefUlly spaced from one another.

( 4), (5)

Two sloping scores to the left.

to make D most improbable:

The spacing is such as

Illi is virtually certain (the

spacing is careful enough on this stone to be used in
interpretation).

( 6)

A further A, this time of the angled type.

(7), (8)

Two more Ls, again spaced apart and sloping slightly more

than the first pa:ir.

(9)

An 0, carved with straight score~

(10), (11)

Two

Rs;

the second has lost the B-side of its second

and third strokes, but the 1 etter is not in doubt.

(12)

The E-forfid, with its two halves separated as is usual in the
Pi.ct ish (and common in the Irish) inscriptions when it has
vocalic value (though Cunningsburgh II, Iunna.sting have it as
a cross).

( 13), ( 14)

(15)

Two Ds, the second slightly more sloped than the first.

An M, of which the tip on the B-side is lost.

Macalister

illustrates this at a slope, but transliterates as A for some
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reason.

(16)

A letter has been lost here:
the H-surface less so.

the B-surface is wom away, and

There are hints on the B-side of a

V-shape with its point touching the line, which could be part
a1 ternatively M or (with Rhys and Allen) A

of an E-f'orfid;
may be lost.

However, the H-side may never have had anything

at all, in which case the reading would be B, however
improbable this may seem.
(17), (18)

These are probably both Qs, but they have the unusual

feature of the first scores being longer than the following
They are strongly sloped, at the

ones, in both directions.

same angle as one another, and the long strokes seem to be
simply a way of distinguishing the beginnings of letters (a
method one might wish that other oghamists had employed).

(19)

A clear N, at a mild slope.

(20)

At this point there are six evenly-spaced cross-strokes at
right-angles;

they constitute a

probl~

There is a slight

indentation between the third and the fourth, which may be
dismissed as due to weathering1 ;

but on the whole the stone

is not badly weathered (it seems to have been buried for some
time), and it is quite possible that it was added (afterwards?)
to separate two letters;
possibility:

thus UU.

There is another

the sixth stroke appears to lack its middle part,

and it may be a mistake (six strokes for five, as happens in
manuscripts sometimes), arrested before it was complete;
this case we should read L 2

1. With Macalister, p. 208.
2. This is suggested, rather unconvincingly, at PSAS. xlii.

350.

in
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( 21)

A sloped V.

This brings us to the corner, where there is

considerable doubt;

this is mainly because the corner was

already very rounded when the stone was carved (as is
apparent from the comparative clarity of the notches, and the
fact that the spiral .decoration fits the rounded corner).
(22)

The first letter at this point seems to have consisted of
three B-strokes;

but the first of these (Macalister's A)

crosses the fleasg and then does a small right-angle bend
upwards, thus:

This brings to mind the A with serif

(letter 1), or it could be the same idea as that in the
initial strokes of letters 17-18, especially as there is a V
inmediately before this letter (thus making this another
doubled letter if this is correct).

This group is therefore

either V or AL.

(23)

A single H-stroke which crosses slightly over where one
imagines the fleasg to be:

(24), (25)

H or A.

Two sets of five sloping strokes each;

the second is

certainly R, but the first could be either R or N, since the
scores are considerably shorter on the H-side.

It may be

suggested that R is JOOre likely, in view of the R follow:Ing;
the shortness could be due to the round corner setting the
inscription off line slightly.

In the second R, the B-side

of the last two strokes is lost owing to wear.
( 26)

The same patch of wear has removed the B-side of the first
stroke of this letter;

however, it is certainly an E, carved

with straight strokes.

After it there is a patch of flaking,

in the middle of which is the clamp holding the stone upright.
About three or four strokes are probably lost here.

As

Macalister points out, there would be no gain in removing the
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clamp:

it looks as if the surface of the stone was damaged

previous to its fitting. 1
(27), (28)

Ten equally spaced ~es follow the worn patch;

parts

of the first two and the B-side tips of the last four are lost,
but this is obviously what they were.

The strokes are

preswmably to be subdivided as two five-score letters;
is not obvious to which aicme they belong.

but it

Nearly all

authorities have rendered them NN, presumably because of their
slope;

but they are too far over towards the H-side for this

to be likely (though it is possible), and RR is more probable

2

( QQ. is impossible because of the direction of their slope).

Several early scholars give a five followed by a four-stroke
letter;

they have probably missed the tip of the first score

emerging from the patch of flaking that surrounds the clamp.
Thus the reading comes out as:

in which the ending
possible.
presence of

-NIWBRRE-RR

seems good, as being one of the simplest

Several points arise linguistically.
MAQQ

or

One is the apparent

3

MEQQ, as in several other inscriptions ;

EDD

is

a syllable that occurs elsewhere (often as part of the longer name
EDDARRNONN), and it may be the same as the syllable

Er(T)

on several inscriptions (e. g. Keiss Bay, St. Vigean' s).

that is found
ALLHHALLORR

has been interpreted by many as a Norse for.m4 , usually in a somewhat

L

Cf. plate in SSS.

2. This is pointed out, but ignored, by Southesk, PSAS. :x:x. 24, who
wishes to read ANN.

3. See above, pp. 30-31 .
4. E. g. Nicholson, p.

l·
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vague way.

While there is no reason why it could not be Old Norse

all- 'very' and hallr 'leaning' there is equally no reason why it should

be, and the form would be a fairly late, Icelandic one if it were.

Al. though this looks a fairly long and somewhat complex
inscription, it might be one of the few that could correapond to the
usual Irish ogham formula, ' (of) X son of Y'.
-EDD

(variants

-ErT,

-ADD,

-UDD ?)

If this were so, then

might be a genitival ending

(though one should not necessarily look for Indo-European categories in
a non-Indo-European language).

GURNESS

BROCH

Ma.calister 22:

(Aikernesa, Orlmey mainland)
INEITTEMON

MATS •••

National Museum no. GA.A..
RCAHM

'Orkney and Shetland'

no. 263 (vol. ii

p. 75) deals with the

broch itself.
This is one of the three inscriptions on lmife-handles made of organic
matter, and was apparently found at a level below a (probably ninthcentury) Viking grave. 1

Thus an eighth-centur,y date seems a reasonable

----~---~-------~--

1. Norf. Arch. xx:xi. 186;

Ant. J. xxxii. 71 sqq•
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assumption.

The site itself appears to have had frequent occupation

from broch times onwards, ending with a Viking long-house.
The scores are on the whole quite clear, and it is more on
accom1t of cramped and perhaps unplanned arrangement that some of the
reading is in doubt.

No stem-line is inscribed, the angles of the

lmife-handle being used in a somewhat haphazard way.

The vowels axe

short straight lines, consonants are longer ones and M-group letters
are very long indeed.

There is a full line of writing on one side, and

a short line on the other, preceded by a little cross,
size and position to that on the Buckquoy whorl.

ve~

similar in

It might mean 'start

here' (as it is assumed that the Buckquoy one does), but it would be
peculiar to start an inscription at the end of the space available, so
that it had to be continued on another lme.

Possibly it mey- mean

'continue here', like a hyphen, or 'finish here'.
Reading the longer line towards the blade, we find

INEITTEM

quite clear, the only area of doubt being the first T, in which the
first and second strokes have little

1

false starts 1 in the form of an

extra short score ve~ close to the main one (to take these as actual
letter-scores would mean an extremely cramped and haphazard inscription).
The same phenomenon of strokes inscribed double, is seen in
IL

Birs~

I and

A:f'ter the M the last eight strokes (of which the first is a double

one in the way just described) . ar.e· in considerable doubt.

There seem

to be four short vowel notches, and six longer B-group ones, of which the
first two overlap with the last two vowel-scores, thus
( s:iJnplifying by omitting the doubled first stroke).
as

m,

.' I..11 11 I

This could be read

assuming one too many consonant-strokes by carelessness or a

slip of the knife;
duplications.

or as

ON

or

UN,

assuming further slips and

The overlap can be explained by the fact that the end of
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the line was approaching (which confirms us ill reading in this
direction).

None of these readings is wholly satisfactory, but no

further explanations spring to mind.
The short line could be read in either direction, depending
on whether the cross is taken as a finishing- or a. continuation-mark.
Here again there is a very considerable degree of overlap, though
with less reason (since the whole length of the handle was available):
the best explanation is probably that the cross serves as a hyphen, and
that the inscriber, in starting the continuation, did not leave himself
enough room even for these few letters.
of planning, of course;

This all implies a total lack

but chattel inscriptions are in any case

likely to have been carved in an odd moment, perhaps without nuch
1
X
The reading is
MATS, but each letter overlaps with
forethought.
at least one other;

there is a. possible (very faint) second vowel-

score after the first;

the first stroke of the T is doubled.

This

gives a. complete reading of

rnErr TEMFN

x ~s

If the short section were read in the other direction, it would be

lliCHYRA

(Perthshire)

Ogam xi. 269 (pl. II faces p. .368) (Wainwright:

also separately,

Dundee M.lseum 1961).
PSAS. lxx:xviii. 42 ( Gordon)

xci:i. 33 ( Stevenson)

1. The inscription also implies probably a fairly widespread knowledge of
oghams amongst ordinary people: see above, pp. 2--3 •
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(g)

103

' Pie ts '

pl. 24.

Wainwright and Stevenson:

(1)
INNE

(3)

SFrU

The inscriptions on this complicated stone are detailed by Wainwright,
and Stevenson gives an account of the relationship of the inscriptions
to the various phases of use as a symbol-stone.

Unusually for a

class I stone, this is a well-dressed slab, of roughly rectangular
shape but tapering in width towards one end.
The probable sequence of symbols and of the inscriptions that
go with each group is as follows:
(A)

The unfinished mirror and defaced rectangle at the broad end

of one side.

With this group probably goes the inscription listed as

(2) above, though Dr. Stevenson thinks not (see below).

Both

Wainwright and Stevenson are agreed that it has been very hastily
scratched:

it is probably the craftsman's note for his own use.

Since the symbols themselves are unfinished it seems quite possible (as

Dn Stevenson has suggested) that this is an inscription which was going
to be written out in a script of normal size and clarity (thus occupying
the full space available for it, instead of stopping short of the end),
if the postulated ' first use' of the stone had ever been completed.
This affords a small insight into how the craftsman worked:

he had

presumably been given his instructions as to what was to go on the stone
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and where, and had noted them down in the right places;
format was presumably left to his own decision.

but the exact

It also means that

we should not expect great clarity from this inscription, since his
notes for his own benefit had to be comprehensible only to

himsel~

The haphazard nature of the stem-line (where it is present at all) is
a further indication of the casual nature of this inscription.
There are only one or two points to make about the published
reading (the drawings

1

are quite accurate).

First, there seems no

reason to read Zwhen the letter is so rare, the strokes are so short,
and it makes for awkward (though not impossible) pronunciation, to our
ears.

E is perfectly in accord with the scores on the stone, for

although they are at a slope, the flea.sg also curves at this point, so
that as well as being short the scores are in fact at right angles to it.
The shape of the first 0 is not paralleled;

it is in fact a

little wider than in the illustration, and at two of its corners one
line rtms on slightly after meeting the other, thus )

a guess as to its value, but seems the most likely one.

\>

0 is

In the

following I, the third and fourth scores are separated by a slightly
wider gap than the others, though to read

As can be seen

UO

would be too subtle.

in the illustration, the first stroke of

R is

slightly separated from the others, but· again this probably does not
mean anything.

The first and fourth strokes of the following S are

extremely faint, so as to be scarcely visible.
On the opposite edge of the stone there is a further

inscription in exactly the same hand:

it may be supposed that this is

part of the same inscription (or at least belongs with the other), since
the tentativeness and position on the stone are so closely comparable.

1. From PSAS. xc. 38.
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The transliteration given by Wainwright and Jackson is again accurate,
the ends of the

and the only modifications that I would make are:

first vowel are a little lo:nger than in the illustration, though this
does not altar the reading;

the third and fourth vowels could be an I
would
(with two of the strokes lost), which/eliminate the vowel cluster UOA,

unusual in the Pictish inscriptions (though this
remain tentative);

1

restoration 1 nru.st

the two M-group strokes that are clear continue

across the crack (unlike the illustration) and thus are certainly G.
I could see no trace of the earlier.(dotted) score, which would in~
case run into the final vowel-stroke if prolonged to normal length in
the position as drawn.
A tentative reading of the whole inscription is thus obtained:
ETTLIErRENOIDDORS

( ••• )

(B)

UHrU~ED

( ••• )

The double-disc and fish at the narrow end, on the same face

as (A).

Presumably in association with these is a fairly clear

inscription, which runs up the same side as the first part of the
inscription (A), then turns and runs along the end (these few letters
being in bind-oghams), where it finishes.

The transliteration given

by Wainwright is again excellent, and very few points require comment:
all the B- and H-group consonants are well sloped (except for the first
T, where the slope diminishes with successive scores), and clearly
distinguishable (there are no M-group consonants);

the letters on the

end are all bound, but none of those on the side is (a curious fact,
without a rea.czy- explanation);

the first letter (an I) on the end is

slightly dubious, since on the loose fragment (which carries the H-side
of the end inscription) the end of its first score is not visible at
all:

if it has been lost owing to breakage it must have been very
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curved, which would be out of keeping with the regularity of the other
scores.

Furthermore, the bind-stroke on the complete side does not

continue all the

jli[f"'' •It

like: ) ,...

w~

to the first

strok~

We thus have something

is possible that the 'first stroke' is part of another

letter (though it is perfectly spaced to be part of the visible one).
The issue will have to remain in doubt.

Finally, in the first N on

the end of the stone, the bind-stroke is ver,y curved, owing to a
short first stroke

The probable reading is thus:

IN~ESTIET96(
••• )
c
DH

(C)

ve~

:ur

INNE
.

On the other face, at the broad end, is what appears to have

been the final use of the stone: :a serpent (of slightly tmusual shape)
and a fish, together with a short inscription up the face of the

ston~

There is no stem-line and the vowels are much more of Irish type.
Wainwright's re ad.ing appears to be certain, although the third score of
the U is rendered invisible by a modern scratch.

The T is interesting

as its sloping scores grow progressively longer.

The S is also

sloping, but its scores are of more regular length.
SEI'U

may safely be taken as the reading here.

There is very little that is at all recognisable in these
inscriptions:

the possible beginning

~-

can be compared with

Lunnasting and Ctmningsburgh II, and it is just possible that
is a svarabhakti form of NEHHT 1 ;
IL

-ORS

N~

is paralleled by Cunningsburgh

There may be some importance in the fact that both parts of

inscription (B) begin IN(N)&

1. This could not be so in a Celtic language, since all the branches of
Celtic are perfectly at ease with the group/- 'X,t/ or changed it in
other ways; but in non-Cel tic Pictish a svarabhakti vowel could have
been felt necessar,y.
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It should in conclusion be emphasised that Stevenson's
postulated sequence of the uses of the stone, here followed as A, B, C,
is not proved but is that which best fits the evidence available
(though Stevenson1 thought that (A) must be later than (B) since it
starts only 1~ 11 below the beginning of (B).
infallible, but his opinion ought to be noted.

The reasoning here is not
Certainly it is hard

to dissociate the tentative Ogham from the unfinished symbols).

KEISS

BAY

( Caitlmess)

ECMS. 25.

PSAS. xxx:L. 296 (Anderson);
Macalister

xxx:i..i.

370 (Rhys :x:ii).

no. 15.

Diack V.

RCAHMS

Caithness

no. 587.

National Museum no. IB. 168.
This is a good class I stone, with the rectangle symbol and the lower
part of a fish (on the fairly common association of the fish with ogham
inscriptions, see the introduction).
similar to that of Brandsbutt:

Its general layout is very

a boulder with smoothed front, two

symbols on the right and the fleasg running at a slope up the left.
Similar also are the lack of forfeda and the great clarity with which
the inscription has survived.

( fut in general confidence of execution

this stone does not at all match up to the other stone).
All en, Rhys, Macalister and Diack all agree on the reading,
which is

NEEfi'El'RI. • •

except that Diaok does not consider that the

inscription was ever longer than it now is.

1. Op. ci t. p. 38.

One cannot in fact tell
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K£155

BAY (PI~~ ro.rL · Natz.c"'-C<.-t fVl~u.v<.:vvt.

cf

M-tee"""~-.~)
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what the answer is on this:

by the end of the inscription, the fleasg

has petered out (even the last two strokes of R are unbroken by a
fleasg), and the cramped nature towards the end gives one a feeling
that the end is approaching (this is subjective, to some extent).

But

there could easily have been one or two more letters (and the shape of
the slab could have accommodated this, though not much more).
The vowels are interesting as they are more Irish in type
than is common in Pictland:

at the end there is a juxtaposition of

vowels and M-group strokes, and the difference is quite clear.

But,

short though they are, the vowels are still strokes (of variable length),
and not nicks.

So they are recognisably Pictish, unlike those on the

unique Auquhollie

inscriptio~

the inscription certainly

m~

There is no doubt about the read:i.ng, and
have continued a little further originally.

The beginning is very definite, with no length of fleasg
continuing before the first letter.
usual wey, but N only slightly;

H and both Ts are sloped in the

the R is less sloped than one might

expect, perhaps to save space:

the last four letters are slightly

cramped (as mentioned above).

Spacing is not altogether regular, but

there is little doubt that

is intended in the middle.

Hr

On Allen's

(and thus Diack' s) photograph, the second T appears to be split one and
two ( = HD), but this is not in fact the ·case.

(This photograph also

makes the surface after the I look smooth, whereas it is in fact badly
worn.)

The first stroke of I is curtailed on the H-side, to avoid the

sloping last score of R:

in this way the I could be closer to the

preceding letter (further evidence for the cramped nature of the end of
the inscription).

On the interpretation, Rhys suggests a name

NEHTRI'

and

compares Uoret on the Drosten-stone, and Namet, Morbet as second-names
in HCL.

If

NEffi1

(cf. Aboyne) is a name, one might further compare
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the

-Er

with

-EDD

on Golspie.

The question also arises about the

possible relation of this name to the widely-attested name Nechtan:
this la.st is perhaps related to Latin Neptunus, both from
with -no- suffix. 1

This would make the -,2!1 (

>

nepto-,

-.!!}) ending an

intrinsic part of the stem, which would make the two names less likely
to be related;

however, Necht is an attested name in early Irish. 2

It is unlikely that the pair NEHI' / Nechtan is on a par with such pairs
as Talorc/ Talorgan (both, with variants, in l?KL. );

here -an is

probably a diminutive -~ from ~-agnos.

KIRKMICHAEL
PSAS.

(Isle of Man) ( 1 the Mal Lumkun Cross')

xxvi. 302 ( Rhys 17 )

xxvii. 411 (Rhys):

HUIHr ••• Offi'E

(tentatively)

(downwards).

xlv. 437 (Kermode)
The Academy

November, 1887 ( p. 359) Southesk:
AFI

UA

MUUC01'"1ALL

(downwards).

MULLGUC

October, 1890 (Canon Browne)
Arch. Cambr. lxxxiv ( 1929 ). 370.
NTS.

iv. 386 (Marstrander)

Macalister 20:
Kermode

no. 104

G. •

•

ERCADDOSDE:~

( p. 195, pl. LIV;

(upwards).
cf. p. 100 ).

The total of what is to be found on this complicated stone is as
follows:

on the face, a cross of ver,y much Irish design (though with

Scandinavian decorative elements, e. g. the ring-chain circle near the
centre);

human and animal figures of a type closely comparable with

1. O' Rahilly, EIHM. p. 368.

2. V endryes, Lex. Etym. MNOP

s. v.
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some of the Pictish class II scenes (and occurring on other Man.x
crosses);

and in a panel below the cross and to the right an alphabet
1

in bind-ogharns, roughly scratched , and notable mainly for containing
an A with serif, as found at Aboyne and

elsewher~

Among the vowels

and the M-group letters, very few are bound on both sides.
On the back of the stone are two runic inscriptions and an
extremely faint ogham one.

Both runic inscriptions contain dots to

separate the words (c~ Bressay);
Irish and Scandinavian names.

one is gnomic and the other contains

Uniquely for Man, the inscriptions (and

the Norse name) are considered to possess Swedish rather than Norwegian
affinities.
The ogham nust probably be given up (with Kermode) as
undecipherable.

All three published readings, apart from differing

totally from one another, rely too heavily on conjecture to carry weight.
However, it is interesting that both ogham inscriptions on this stone
have Pictish, rather than Irish, affinities in character (the bindstrokes) and technique (quick slashes rather than careful notches);
however, this may be due solely to the lateness of the inscriptions. 2
Ker.mode makes the plausible suggestion that ogham and runic alphabets
were put into church walls to instruct the congregation, and says that
there are parallels in Scandinavia.

1. Illustrated Ker.mode

p. 101;

2. Kermode says eleventh

PSAS. xxvi. 303 n.

and xlv. 442.

cen~ for the slab, with the oghams later:
PSAS. xlv. 441; David Wilson, Saga-Book xviii. 1-18, says middle to
late tenth century, and this may be taken as authoritative for the
time being; the oghams are pret~ certainly a later addition: only
Canon Browne thinks the opposite, and since he gives no reasons this
cannot be accepte~
For further details on the Manx inscriptions see above, pp. 6-7.
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L&THERON

(Caithness)

PSAS. xxxviii.

534 (Anderson):

••• DUNNODNAT

M.

QQ

NErO •••

lxxiv. 76 and pl. XXII (Curl e)
Macalis ter 10:
RCAHM

DUNNODNAT

'Caithness'

National Museum

MAQQ

NEI,U •••

no. 299.

no. IB. 18,3.

A class II cross-slab, with a rather primitive (and seemingly
unparalleled) form of cross, which Mrs. Curle regards as seventh-century:
the stone would go well in her transitional ('early') groupl, sli1ce it
has a relief cross but incised symbols, like Glanlis and Golspie which
she cites.

She also suggests that the eagle and fish may be the

Pictish symbols reinterpreted as Christian ones.

Macalister's

illustration 2 is right about the horsemen below the fisA

The form of

writing is perhaps unlikely to be as early as the seventh century,
though the first half of the eighth century is a possible date. 3
The inscription is very worn towards the top, so any reading
is tentative.

The fleasg runs down to the lower edge of the stone in

spite of Macalister' s draw.Dg,·m 1here may originally have been more
letters;

but as there is a gap of

li"

before the first letter, it

seems more likely that we have the begi.nning of the :inscription.

(1)

A sloped D, quite clear.

( 2)

Three cross-strokes;

although very slightly sloped, they

"" for reasons of pronunciation, and
are unlikely to be NG
the rarity of this letter;

1. PSAS. lxxiv. 82.

2. p. 2..01.

3. Seep.

'L7.

U is quite

acceptabl~
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(3)

This letter has usually been read as N, but in fact there
are only three scores (=V), followed by a space which could
hold two more;

as the fleasg is intact and the inscription

not excessively worn at this point, V followed by a space
seems correct.

(4)

This letter is N;

the middle stroke is slightly longer than

the others, and the last two cross the fleasg by a short
distance.

(5) - (8)

O:DI.'lli

are clear;

the D and first N are sloped (for the

sloping of one of a pair of letters, cf. p.

(9)

19 ).

This is probably the A with serif, but the right-hand part of
the serif is ve~ faint (though visible), and wear on the
H-side gives the letter a false appearance of )

(10)

This letter is probably T;

)

however, the first and third

strokes slope at different angles (cf. aT in Inchyra
and the second stroke does not reach the fleasg;

B.),

the other

possible reading is HH, with the second score being the
inscriber's mistake (he m~ have realised before it was
complete that in that position the two scores would look like
a D, and that the second H ought to be spaced

aw~

for

clarity).
( 11)

An M, very worn but identifiable.

(12)

This letter is illustrated by Macalister as )~-u~-~--

and

taken as A by comparison with vowels at I.unnasting and

Bress~

(cf. also now Altyre), although it is not identical.

This

is the most likely reading;

the only improvement that can be

made is that on the H-side the curl is more angular, thus:

>

('\
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( 13), ( 14) Two clear Qs.

After them the inscription is ver.y

worn and uncertain, but a reading is not impossible.

(15)

An N is visible, as other authorities have see~

(16)

I could see only one vowel-stroke here, thus L

Others

have taken it in conjunction with the following strokes to
give longer vowel&

(17), (18)

Two sloping H-strokes, spaced in such a way as to

make two separate letters (thus illi) probable.

It rrust

have been these which made Macalister postulate his
improbable E with only the last two strokes angled.

It

should be mentioned that there is a possible stroke
opposite the second of these two;

this would give A, but

it is very dubious.
the word 'CAITr~ESS' is painted on the
last
stone, and its/few letters are on the third score.

(19)

T is fairly clear;

(20)

There are only two vowel-strokes visible here, though of
course there may have been more once, as the inscription
breaks off at this point.
The tentative reading is thus:

An obvious word-division presents itself, putting MAQQ on
its own as the Irish word;

and if the reading of the last few letters

is valid, then it looks very much like the

NEHin'...

of Aboyne and

elsewhere (cf. Keiss Bay), and the Nechtan known from writ ten sources.
The spacing is such that
NOrnNAT

:OOV

looks as if it must be a separate word.

might conceivably have something to do with the Romano-British

god Nodons, Gen. Nodontos, whose name survives in Irish Nuadu, Welsh
Nudd;

but this is highly speculative.
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LOGIE

ELPHINSTONE

sss.

i

pl. 3 (2);

EGMS.

189 , 19 0.

Brash

p. 358

(Aberdeenshire)

('Garden Moor')

p. 4-

( 1 forgery' )

Ferguson § 215.
Nicholson
Diack

F

rv.

Macalister
PSAS.

xviii. 189 (Southesk);

Athenaeum
G.

p. 189 and figs. 1, 2.
xxvi. 279 (Rhys 6);

xxxii.

357 (Rhys

July 29th, 1882 (Southesk)

viii).

Moore, 'Pillar Stones', pp. 74 sqq.

This stone is in the garden of the house at Logie Elphinstone (now an
hotel) along with several others also brought off Garden Moor.
NJ 703258).

As others have noted, it is the lapidary

equivalent of a palimpsest:

crescent-and-V-rod and double-disc-and-Z-

(Present site:

rod are placed over a considerably fainter

double-disc-and-Z~ro~

The inscription, m a circle, is towards the pomted top of the stone,
and one can only assume that it goes with the two later symbols (all
quite clear on the photographs in ECMS. and Diack).
Readings are as follows:
BHarO

(starting at 2 o'clock;

clockwise).

5 o'clock;

clockwise).

(starting at l l o'clock;

clockwise).

(starting at 11 o'clock;

clockwise).

Southesk:

AT HAT

Rhysl

CA.HOHT.ALT

( startmg at

Rhys2

CALT

HADBHO

Moore

OBHEN

PE.rHECH

Ferguson:

TOGTUCH

Nichalson:

OVOBHVAHr.A

Diack

CALTIBHO

BA
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Lo:ie.

[ l ~\...tns~n~,

J.~~r

l- () CT I C

M('+.cv.L' $"t~ 1.

EL P I l t N S ID N E"
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H~

All en:

A

OC
HA

c

I/BA

T

Macalister does the carver less than credit by assuming that he was
tr,ying to produce a symmetrical pattern:

considering the accuracy

with which the symbols are carved, one need not really take this
seriously (though this does not of course discount the possibility
that there is a magical purpose behind the circular fleasg).
The inscription is quite clear, and the disagreement in
readings is due to the cramped and indefinite layout, and also to the
lack of any indication where to start.
read in either direction;

Theoretically one could also

but in practice all seem to have decided

that clockwise was correct (this agrees with the slopes of the strokes).
Although there are many places where there are strokes on
both sides of the fleasg, yet these ver,y rarely actually meet straight
on:

usually they just fail to do so.

They can be taken as either

consonants or vowels, at wilL
It seems possible that, owing to the cramped space available,
B- and H-group consonants may have been carved overlapping:

this makes

the following readings all possible, starting at the gap at 10 o'clock:
DDAL

CAL

T

urv
IJrBL

with alternative readings in descending order of preference.
gives a preferred reading of
below), but that is tentative.

DDALTQJ

(or perhaps

QJDDATir:

This
see

It assumes, with Allen and others,

that the two strokes which do not quite meet at one o'clock are an A;
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that the continuation of the second of the four regular strokes at six
o'clock is either a mistake or a stone flaw (nobody seems previously
to have considered this apparent continuation:
l:IAT

or similar would seem too cramped);

presumably because

and that the various strokes

at about eight o'clock which fail to meet are intended to do so, and
to be read as vowel-scores.
I could not see the supposed continuation of the second
stroke of L, though both Diack and All en have it.

1

Also visible in

the photograph, and this time present on the stone, are two little
holes inside the circle at the top.

These appear to be flaws.

In the strokes at the top of the circle, there is an abrupt
change of slope after the first two;
them off as D.

this inclines one to separate

The followmg three are so alike in slope and size

that it is tempting to read· them as T, but there is the first of three
strokes on the opposite side against this view:

the three could be a

V overlapping with the preceding letter, but it seems slightly better

to take the middle scores as intended to be a vowel and read

DAL.

It may be preferred to start at five o'clock (where there is
an adequate gap to justify it), and thus obtain the reading

QUDDALT:

since initial consonants are rarely if ever doubled one. cannot start
at ten o'clock, and there are no other convenient gaps.
The interesting question of wheel-oghams in general and in
association with pillar-stones is discussed in the introduction,
pp. 13- '4- (and cf. Buckquoy ).

1. See Diack, pl. 20: he reproduces Allen's photograph and is thus
not independent testimony; the horizontal stroke shortly above
this is likewise not visible on the stone
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IDNNASTING
ECMS. 12:

(Shetland)
• T ~CUHErTS : AHEBBTTMNNN : HCCVWEVV: NEHID'ONN

PSAS. xii. 24 ( Goudie)

v.
/\TWICUHAATTS:
r"\

xviii. 202 ( Southesk):

"'

"
.A.HAAHHrTMNNN:
HCCVVJNV:

NEDT: ONN

.TT~HEI'TS:

xxvi. 293 (Rbys 12):

AHEHHTMNNN: HCCVVFJV: NEHHTONN

xxxii. 37 3 ( Rhys xv)
xlii. 342 ( Bannerman)
Brash

p.

Ferguson

p.

Nicholson
Goudie

365.
134 ('the transliteration is singularly repellent')

0

'Antiquities'

Macalister 13:
National Museum

35

sq~

ErTYCUHErTS

AHEHHl'TMNNN

HCCVVEVV

NEHHI'ONN

no. IB. 11,3.

As can be seen from the great degree of agreement between authorities,
this stone is quite clear, and the only real area for doubt is how to
interpret various forfeda used in it.

It is an almost completely

1
undecorated slab, with just one (unparalleled) mark on the same face
as the inscription (there seems no good reason to separate the two in
date, with Macalister).

The inscription itself is scratched on a

stem-line down the middle of one of the broad faces of the slab.
Dots are used, presumably to show the gaps between words (as on
Bressay and many runic stones);

and at one end of the fleasg is a

cross, just as on Cunningsburgh III, which is indeed closely
comparable in content to start with.

As in that inscription, it

could be either a mark to show the beginning of the inscription, or

1. CIIC. 104 provides an approximate

compariso~
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(more probably) an E.

Runic inscriptions in Man frequently end with

a cross1 , but that cannot be so here, as the inscription clearly reads
the other way (from consonant-slope and the rule of initial consonants
not being double~.
The other features requiring conu:nent in the first word are
as follows:

the symbol

Curmingsburgh III starts
this inscription starts

)

~

, usually taken as 0 or U;

ErTEC!...
ETT. cu...

with E as fourth letter, and as
it seems best to transliterate it

as E, remembering that it might have been an intermediate vowel,

'&

rendered )

here and E in the Cunningsburgh

is very slig.htly angled, thus: )r---+11)++---

;

inscriptio~

the group

(containing a second cross as E) is rather crampe~

The U

UHE

All scores are

carefully bound, as indeed they are throughout the inscription
(All en's failure to show the binding on the 0, third letter to last,
is a slip):

this is one of the reasons for its clarity.

The second word contains the

A with serif, the split cross

forE (as at Aboyne, Burrian, Golspie), with its strokes slightly
curved;

and a letter, usually taken as M, which is a straight cross-

stroke with bent-up ends.
Al tyre and Bressay vowels.

A seems best for this, in comparison with
In the three consecutive Ns (cf. Newton),

the third has its bind-stroke formed out of a continuation of its final
score

a very neat device, used again in this

inscriptio~

The third word contains a further type of E, carved with four
angled cross-strokes:

this form is not found elsewhere, but Os and As

inscribed in this fashion are common.

The initial group

HO~

looks

fairly unpronounceable, but could in fact be a fairly good attempt to
render such a sound as Welsh chw- (=

L

K~

/x,w/ ).

Kirkmichael, Kermode 104, pl. LIV.
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The final word contains a fifth type of E, the simple
straight vowel-strokes being

use~

The last letter has only three and

a half scores:

the N of most authorities is an assumption, and it may

have been an S.

The inscription probal>ly never continued very much

further, as it would involve a very long and narrow slab to prolong it
much more.
The reading is quite definite:
EI'TECUHETTS: AHEHHrTANJ~N: HCCVVEVV': NEHHrONS

The presence of five different forms of E, even allowing for
one or two representing different. sounds, is truly remarkable, and in
the absence of any other explanation ·will have to be put down to a
desire for variation and decoration (and possibly showing-off his
knowledge) on the part of the carver;

likewise the two forms of A.

The last word is clearly the well-lmown Pictish name, but the others
that
are not recognisable, except/the first tr~ee syllables of the first
seem to be present on Cunningsburgh III, as

NEWTON

(Aberdeenshire)

SSS. i

pl. I, p. 1.

ECMS. 214, 215.

note~
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PSAS. v.

224 (Thompson), 289 (Skene)

vii. 11 ( Ralph Carr)

134 (Brash)

x.

xiv. 292 (Ralph Carr·E11ison)
xvii. 21 ( Southesk)
xviii. 191 (Southesk)
30 (Southesk), 298 (Graves)

XL

xxvi. 280 (Rhys 7)
xxxii. 360 (Rhys ix)
xlii. 56 (Bannerman)

1xxxviii. 40 ( Gordon)
Antiquity

iL 389 (Macalister)
June, September 1892 (p~ 542, 565, 240) (Stokes, Southesk,

Acadernw

Arch. Scot. ii (1822). 317 (Stuart)
Brash

359.

p.

Ferguson

Ramsay ).

p. 137.

Nicholson
Macalister

G,

Moore 1-73.

no. 3.

Grid reference

NJ/662297

An excellent bibliography up to 1922 is to be found in Diack, pp. 109 sqq.
In the readings below, those in brackets are of R, given where relevant.

All en

IDDAIQNNNVORREIDITRJAIOSRR
,....
UD DDAROT NUN NGORRMAONN

Skene

( IXJUD

DARURI'NUN

FfAN

Brash

AIDDARClm

Southesk

A.IDDAI~

(~

xx

AITTAI

NGUOROAONTH

FORRENNI

FORRERI

FURUR-INGIN

AFnE

~~

IBHUA

SUOL

EAGE

0

JOSA
JESU

EI
EI)

IOSSAR

IOSIE
UOSE

URCHN

ELJSI

MAQQI

LOGOU -PATR)
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Rhys

IDDAIQN.NNVORRENNIPUA(IO)IOSIF

Ferguson

UDD

Nicholson

AEDDAIQN.NNVORR.ENNIRJ.AROSIR

Graves

AIDDAI

Moore

IDDAI~~~UD~HilinDGGNNIEiuiODDIE

MQ

QUINSN

,....
CUNNllJG

FOTRENNQ

RIDS

GIS~r

XTLI

~

ORKONN

IP. • • ROSII

This famous stone needs no introduction:

Macalister gives a useful

resume of the stone's history in Antiquity ix (but his dating
conclusions are refuted in PSAS. lxxxviii).

It appears to have come

originally from near the Shevack toll-house, South of Newton.

From

the photograph in Dr. Moore's book the stone has evidently been moved
at least once within the Newton grounds.
inscription see Appendix.

For the alphabetic

The illustrations of the Ogham (and less so

of R) in ECMS. are excellent.
For no very clearly stated reason, all authorities have agreed
in reading the Ogham downwards instead of upwards.
is more plausible when taken that way;

It is true that it

and the extra piece added at the

bottom is a further indication that this is likely to be the end of the
inscription.

But this is effectively one of the two Pictish

inscriptions in Irish situation (on the corner of an undecorated pillar
stone

the second being Auquhollie), though its vowels are different,

and it is anomalous that while the vast majority of Pictish stones read
upwards like Irish ones, one of these two should read downwards.
However this is what the situation appears to be.
Although, on the whole, the inscription appears to be quite
unweathered (and the alphabetic one certainly is), it is very hard to
read with any certainty, as the vowels and :M-group strokes are very
similar, and the stem-line is not put in on the corner;

this, combined

with an inexactness of stroke slope and of the course of the inscription,
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means that any reading is rather tentative.
Several readings start with an A at the top, but this is not
visible now, if it ever

(1)

wa~

The I is quite clear, and most agree on this:

it is probably

too short, as well as being without slope, to be R.
(2), (3)

( 4)

Two Ds, well spaced, are quite clear.

Almost all agree that the next letter is A
usual Pictish

(5)

again the

vowel-strok~

Five clear strokes, crossing the corner and each one further
over to the B-side than the last.

From the slope one would

say R, but those who clain1 I can justify this:

since the

imaginary fleasg · is itself at a slope at this point, the
strokes are at right angles to it, though not to the general
course of·the

(6)

inscriptio~

This may be too subtle, however.

A further group of five, probably all one letter.

They are

predominantly to the H-side (and thus have been read as Q by
most), but perhaps cross slightly over where one imagines the
fleasg to

b~

Owing to the propensity for doubled letters

in Ogham inscriptions, one wonders whether this would entitle
one to read R, but although this has great advantages in both
pronounceability and meaning,· it involves stretching the
facts to fit a subjective
not be considered

interpretatio~

justifiabl~

This may or

~

A further possibility here

(suggested by the right-hand photograph in ECM& and also by
the stone itself) is of reading

AC.

On the whole the

balance is against because of the spacing, but it is not
impossibl~

(7), (8), (9)

Three Ns are perfectly clear:

well-spaced, and no

doubt as to their being to the left of the fleasg.

When
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people have read differently, it is in an attempt to avoid a
combination which is improbable to modern eyes.

But since

the same occurs in Lunnasting, there seems no reason to
avoid it.
(10)

Three strokes, probably on the B-side (thus V).

The

hypothetical fleasg by this stage has drifted well over to
the right, and shortly after this letter it bends back to the
left.

If one were to imagine it going straight down all the

way, then the third N might be I, and this NG (thus Bishop
Graves with improbable interpretation).

Certainly the slope

of this consonant alone among B- and H-group letters is
strange (if any were sloped, one would expect one of the
doubled letters);

but on the whole the former interpretation

is more probable, with the sloped V simply due to the carver's
whim, or perhaps the beginning of a new word.
(11)

Two short strokes at right-angles.

If one extrapolates the

fleasg in the most probable way, then these form 0;

but

they

do not go far beyond the tips of the V, and D would be a
possibility, though rather unlikely from most points of
(12), (13)

Two

Rs seem quite legible here:

vi~~

the reading of these is

quite important, since one's ·extrapolation of the stem-line
for the previous three letters depends on whether one puts it
through the middle of these strokes or to their left;
from their size, M-strokes are likely, so that

but

•• NVORR.. may

be safely taken as the most probable reading.
(14)

Four vowel-strokes, equally spaced, with the first two
prolonged into a point on one side.
feature one would read E;

Disregarding the last

or one could postulate that 00 was

intended, and that the ends of the first 0 were joined after
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the carver had realised the ambiguity of four simple strokes.
Doubled vowels are ver,y rare, however, and the 'correction'
could have been done more clearly.

(15), (16)

Two Ns, ver,y cramped, their strokes of somewhat

irregular length, and tending strongly to the left.

It looks

very much as if these are trying to avoid the following
letters, which has great importance for the relative dates of
different parts of the

(In this context should

inscriptio~

also be noted that below where the supplementar,y fleasg comes
in, the angle of the stone looks defaced

inscription there has been
supplementar,y fleasg ?)

r~ed

-

-

perhaps as if an

to be replaced by the

At any rate these letters seem to

close one section of the inscription, if the next letter was
already there. 1

(17)

I is quite clear

(18)

A shapely example of the E-forfid, its strokes curved in the

five short strokes at right

manner of a Greek Chi.

angle~

With vowels preceding and following,

this nust be taken with consonantal value, as at Burrian;
therefore K or P.
P

2

Southesk's comparison of the Crickhowell

is not really justified, since there the form is the usual

cross to the side of the

fleas~

Here we have the form

common in Ireland (though with straight strokes) forK,
usually in KOI (see examples cited ·on

page· 21·).

If the

cross corresponds to the swastika in R. , it may not be a
forfid at all, but have some further meaning.

1. And cf. Gordon' s conclusion (PSAS. lxxxviii) that the two Oghams are

in different hands though in the same basic technique.
2. CIIC.

327.
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(19)

Three ver,y obscure strokes:

the first is mainly to the

B-side, the second goes right across, and the third is a
mere nick.

They are spaced as for one letter, and are of

vowel size for the most part, so U seems best.
At the point where the supplementar.y fleasg comes in, nothing
is very clear.

Allen's illustrations show well the situation:

after

bending round quite reasonably towards the corner of the stone, the
fleasg suddenly does an extra angle turn, to go up and almost meet the
end of the U' s third stroke.

After a gap from the angle, there is a

letter A exactly where the fleasg would have gone had it not done the
extra bend.

This 'A' and the extra bend probably ought to be

disregarded:

since the fleasg clearly comes in above the vowel-stroke,

it cannot be intended as part of the inscription, if the latter is to be
read as one continuous whole.

But it must be admitted that there are

many questions regarding this part of the inscription (and the
apparently erased part below) to which we have no answer.
( 20)

The first letter on the extra fleasg is apparently I:

as the

fleasg curves fairly sharply one cannot tell whether a slope
is intended or not;

but the strokes would be inordinately

short for an R.
( 21)

Two cross-strokes, probably

a:n

0.

They are longer than

those of I, but there is almost no slope on them, so G is
improbable.
( 22)

Four strokes to the right

(23), (24)

clearly an S.

These letters are composed of long sloping cross-

strokes

pres~ly M-grou~

The first is definitely of

five strokes (thus R), but the second has only four visible,
in spite of what most authorities (including Allen) have said.
This is the only place on the stone where uncertainty is due
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to wear, and a fifth stroke is possible (in Allen's
illustration the inscription has evidently been chalked in);
but the wear is not severe, and this seems unlikely.

By

the end of the first four strokes the fleasg is ver.y faint,
and it does not continue beyond them

IIB.lCh.

admitted as slightly more plausible than

-SRR has to be
-SRZ

( Z being

extremely uncommon a:nywa:y), but unfortunately the stone does
not support this

interpretatio~

However, the slope on

these two letters is such that they might be vowels, though
they would be rather long one&

In that case the reading

+
IE.

is

So the final reading, omitting some of the less likely
alternatives, is:

+

IDDAR~~NNVORR.mN
I

I~ -g(.A)

z
IOS~

It will be seen that to read R at the 6th letter would give a word ver.y
similar to the
of Fordoun;

EDDARRNONN

of Scoonie and Brodie, and to the Pidarnoin

but that does not prove it to be the correct reading in

this instance.
The wobbliness of the inscription has been compared (by Skene)
with the Faunkill inscription1 ;

and certainly the forms of some of the

letters (the Ns bending awa:y from the fleasg) are very similar.

But

that does not necessarily mean that there is the same reason in each
case for the particular forms;

and if Macalister' s reasoning about the

Faunkill stone is correct, then the reasons are probably quite different
(since no part of the Newton stone is out of reach).
With

1. CIIC. 66.

VORRENN

one may compare the tentative reading of Allen' s
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on Burrian:

UORRA1'1I'I.

~rhere

are many possibili tes for various phases of use of the

stone, which have not been fully developed by previous writer&
the strange occurrence of the extra fleasg at the bottom
with the apparently defaced part below:

-

First,

together

They imply that the inscriber

started to continue the inscription towards the bottom, but on finding
he had not enough room turned the fleasg upwards again and rewrote on
it everything that he had been going to put below that point, defacing
anything already there as being now redundant.

This implies a

singular lack of planning on the inscriber's part, but is still the
most plausible explanation (though an alternative would be that an
ineradicable mistake was made in the now-erased part, so that it had to
be rewritten;

but this would not explain why the fleasg was turned

upwards, instead of rwming down parallel with the erased part).
Secondly, one might deduce from the way the fourth and fifth
Ns run that

IPU...

inscription was

was already there, possibly even before the higher

be~

This is admittedly not the case (by Macalister' s

explanation anyway) of the very similar Ns at Faunkill mentioned above,
but no other explanation immediately presents

itsel~

However, it is

inconceivable that an inscription should have begun where

IPU •••

does,

running downwards, especially if there was doubt whether there would be
roo~

Perhaps

IPU •••

was put in at approximately the right point

after the upper inscription had been started, but before it was complete;
or else the carver had a special reason for wanting this section to be
at that particular point.

It should be remembered in this context that

1
according to Gordon the second ogham is in a 'different and more
careless hand' , but is of fundamentally the same teclmique.

1. PSAS. lxxxviii. 44.

The
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question remains a Ieystery, like the downward direction of the
inscription.

NORrH

UIST

(Vallay Island)

Macalister 21:
RCAHM

BELANCEN

(BAC

MHIC

CHONNAIN)

UCOI'A

no. 271 (p. 89) deals with
the site.
lxvi. 56 (fig. 11) and p. 65 ( Callander):

'Outer Hebrides and Small Isles'

PSAS. lvi. 12;

MAQUNM( ?) DENcfrr
PPS. n. s. xiv (1948), 75-76 (Sir Lindsay Scott)
National MJ.seum no. GNB. 134:

MEQUNT:ENUcgi'

Macalister has an excellent photograph of this knife-handle at fig. 8
(opposite p. 218).

The re is slight difficulty as to where the fleas&.

should run, and B- and H- group strokes are somewhat variable in
length;
(1)

but the vowels are clear, being short nicks.
The first stroke is clearly visible on the H-side, but a.
patch of weathering on the B-side obscures its nature;
there is a. small line further out from the weathering that
might be a continuation of the stroke:
at right angles would probably be M;

such a long stroke
but in view of the

doubt over the B-side, H is also possible.
(2)

Then a gap which probably held one or two vowel-strokes, now
worn away.

( 3)

Q seems fairly certain for this.

quite untenable:

Macalister's

BE

is

although the outer ends of the strokes are

of different lengths, the inner ends all stop

_2!!

the fleasg

(Ma.calister's fleasg is a short distance over to the left).
Furthermore, the spacing is in favour of one letter for
these five strokes;

.and four such long strokes for E would
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be against the other vowels in this inscription.

(4)

In this U, composed of three short nicks, it would

similarly be reading too much into the comparative leng:th
to take it as

(5)

LA,

with Macalister.

Five strokes to the right, giving N.

The third and fourth

strokes are scarcely visible, and the letter is thus not
certain, though ver,y probable.

(6)

Either three or four strokes to the left (T or C).

The

indefinite one would be ver,y close to the last of N, if it
is a stroke;

( 7)

but there is no reason why this should not be.

Four nicks, giving an E.

·rhe fourth is less clear than

the others.

(8)

Five unequally-long strokes to the right

clearly N.

These are followed by some smudging and extremely closepacked indentations, read by Macalister and the National
Museum's label as U;
them.

but Callander may be right to ignore

Perhaps there is a single vowel-stroke (A) rather

closer to the N than to the ensuing letter, but there is
not really room for anything

( 9)

mor~

Al. though parts of the C' s strokes are missing owing to the

break towards the blade, its nature is not in doubt.
( 10)

Most writers assume an 0 at this point, and the space is
about right for it;

but the only trace of any letter at

all is to the right of the fleasg immediately a.f'ter the
break.

This could be part of a B-group letter or of a vowel.

There is no trace of anything else having ever existed
between this and the following letter;

but whatever came in

between C and T could well have had at least one more stroke
besides this fragment, since the extent of the lost position
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over the break is unclear (though the tapering shows that
it cannot amount to very much).
(11)

The final T is clear, and there is no trace of anytr.dng else
following it.
The reading is thus:

M

T

A

H •• Q~CIDCu)c •• T

It is possible that it should instead be read in the
opposite direction, giving
~V
M
V •• q;~ESQUN •• B

The only argument in favour of either of these is that the
Gurness knife-handle seems (on uncertain grounds) to read towards the
blade;

if followed here this rule would support the former

readin~

This inscription, like the Weeting knife-handle, comes from
outside the Pictish area;

this is probably an aspect of the ease vdth

which they can be carried, rather than an implication of any
particular Pictish settlement or influence in the Outer Hebrides.
This is especially true in the context of the Norse raids, when ships
m~

often have touched first at Orkney in Britain, and then have

continued down the east or west coasts; but on the whole the knifehandle inscriptions seem to date from before Viking times.
The writing-up of the earth-house in PSAS. lxvi does not,
unfortunately, give
the building;

~

indication of the probable date of the use of

but in the absence of any other factors the knife-handle

may probably be put at seventh to ninth centuries (these being the main
limits of the Pictish inscriptions).

In so short an inscription one

cannot draw many conclusions about letter-forms, but it is notable that
the lack of forfeda is in the same inscription as vowels of a
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distinctly Irish type.

[ RAYNE
PSI\S.

(.Aberdeenshire)
lix. 269 (Diack)

Diack claims to have seen in the Parish of Rayne a 'stone with ogham1 ike marks • • • in a wall '.

However, he seems never to have followed

this up (I am told by the librarian of Aberdeen University Library,
where Diack' s papers now are, that no mention of this can be found),
and since even he seems to have been fairly uncertain that it was
actually an inscription, it

m~

safely be

discounte~

Papil (Shetland), PSAS. lxxviii. 94 and

In this category also come:

Traprain Law, PSAS. liv. 72 and fig. 7 (p. 66) no. 42, where connnent
has been made that marks 'resemble Ogham letters 1 •
is the

sr.

resembl~ce

NINIAN'S

ISLE

of any significance.]

(Shetland)

(I)

ECMS. 13:
PSAS. xii. 24 ( Goudie): •• ESMEQQNANAMMOFFEST

xviii. 204 (Southesk):
xxvi. 296 (Rhys 15):

•• ESMEQQN~AGOFFE§r

~ ESMEQ~ANA~VVEF

xxxii. 376 (Rhys xviii)

Brash

p. 364:

As Goudie.

p. 134:

Ferguson

•• ESMEQQNAN

'"'
AMMOFFESI'

,...
Nicholson
Goudie

K :

'Antiquities', 30 sqq.

Macalister
Diack

LESMEQQ'JANAMMOVVEST

no. 9 :

LESMEQQNANAMMOVVEZ

VIII.

National Museum

no. IB. 112.

In neither case
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The lettering on this tmdecorated flaky slab, carefully shaped, is very
clear and regular.
reading

There can be practically no doubt about the

as is borne out by the consensus of opinions quoted.

(1) A single

stroke to the right,

B.

What Macalister claims to

be the remains of another is probably simply the wear at the
breakage of the

ston~

However, there

m~

well have been

previous strokes in this letter (as there m~ also have been
previous letters:

( 2) -( 11)

ESMEQQNANA

simple

thus

(. . • )

+

B

are all perfectly cl ear;

cros~strokes,

the vowels are

and the B- and H-group consonants

slope regularly.

(12)-(13)

These are usually (correctly) taken as

sloping cross-strokes.

MM,

being two

The reading G ( Southesk, All en,

Rhys) will not do, because the spacing is quite definite
(and being so regular elsewhere in the inscription it cannot
be doubted here).

Diack's point that there is slightly

different slope on the two letters, to differentiate them
further, m~ be correct (it is very slight if so);

but the

situation is further muddled by a small hole on the H-side
just before (and joining) the first~

This was taken by

Macalister to be a mistaken A; but in fact is simply a stone
flaw.

(14)-(18)

OVVEZ

are ~ain quite clear.

What the phonetic value

was of the final letter is not lmown (though according to
the Auraicept tract it is variously st, str, stm and even s):
the transliteration as z is a mere convenience. 1

1. Its value certainly was not f, which is how it used to be
transliterated in the nineteenth century (e. g. by Rhys).

It is

unlikely, but not at all impossible, that the inscription
continued after this:

it gives the impression of stopping

at this point.
In letter-style and in situation this inscription is ver,y similar to
Bress~;

but there is a marked difference in that it is quite devoid

of forfeda or decorated forms of any kind;
at

nor is there any attempt

The absence of these features, however, is probably

word-divisio~

not enough to stop us from putting the stones quite close together in
date and cultural
In the reading

milie~

( ••• ) BESMEQQNANAMMOVVEZ

Old Irish rneicc, Genitive of 1!1~£?;
assumption that
names.

BES

it is likely that

MEQQ

is

if so, then it is a reasonable

and NANAMMOVVEZ: (or the first part of it) are

There is a striking similarity to the Al tyre inscription, where

again the Irish loan-word comes ver,y near to the start of the legend,
and is followed by a ver,y long series of letters.

sr.

NINIAN' S

ISLE

(Shetland)

( II, III)

PSAS. xii. 24 ( Goudie)

l.xxviii. 94 (Moore and Stewart)
Brash
Goudie

p. 365.
'Antiquities'

pp. 34-35.

Sir Gilbert Goudie evidently found two other fragments of ogham
inscriptions at St. Ninian' s Isle;
irretrievably

but they seem to have been

los~

1. See Jackson, PP. 141-142 and above, p.31.
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SCOONIE

(Fife)

sss.

pl. 12' p. 6.

ii

EeliiS.

36 0:

EDDARRNONN

PSAS. xviii. 183 ( Southesk):

xxvi. 267 ( Rhys 1) :

EDDARRBALMONN( :EN)

EmARRNONN

xxvi i. 411 ( Rhys)

xxxii. 341+ ( Rhys ii)
Brash

p. 35 3:

Ferguson

p. 140:

Nicholson A:
Diack XI:

OOCEIOSOSN
As Allen.

EHTARRBAVONN

JAs AJ.len.

MacAlister 2:

As Allen

National Museum no. IB. 110.
A class II cross-slab (as at Golspie, Latheron and Glamis, the cross is
in relief, whereas the symbols and other details are incised).

It is

rather weathered, as well as being incomplete, but the inscription up
the right-hand side of the back can be read with some assurance.
is what
back:

m~

There

be part of an inscription at the bottom left corner of the

clearly visible in Allen's

photograp~

seems to be a solitary A with serif.

If an Ogham at all, it

.(If it is not an Ogham, it is

hard to see what it can be. )
The fleasg is somewhat wavy and broken by the hunt-scene (thus
post-dating it, but fitting in as part of the face's composition), but
clear throughout.
(1)

Four vowel-strokes:

&

As the stone is mounted, the first of

these is not visible (nor does it appear in Allen's photograph);

but I

have had the wood removed, and this letter is quite certain (though
whether anything ever preceded it is unclear, but doubtful).
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( 2), ( 3)
mystery:

Two Ds.

Why anybody should have read there

Hr

is a

they are nearly equally spaced, but the second letter (unlike

the first) is aoped, to differentiate it.

( 4)

A single cross-stroke:

(5)

Two groups of five.M-group strokes:

A.
R&

The second letter

is at less of a slope than the first, but could hardly be read as L
(6)

Five strokes to the right.

The first of these has a short

and shallow continuation across the fleasg, presumably a mistake (or
analogous with the Golspie Qs, though with less reason for it here).
There is also a patch of weathering just beyond this first stroke, which
has produced a dark shadow in All en's photograph but is not part of a
letter.

This group is thus to be read N, with All en and others.

J.fter

it the foreleg of a stag crosses the fleasg and the N is slightly cramped
to fit in before

(7)

Two vowel-strokes:

stag's chest.

(8)
Allen's

i~

0.

On their left side they abut on the

At this point the fleasg is rather faint.

This group is ver,y weathered, and is not visible at all in
photograp~

But there are present five B-group strokes, of

which the fifth abuts on to the stag's muzzle instead of the
Unlike the previous N, they are at a slope;

fleas~

and are also very cramped

(again owing to the stag's presence).
(9)

A clear N, more widely spaced than other letters, and hardly

sloping at all, closes the inscription (the fleasg stops ver,y shortly
after this).
The reading is thus fairly certainly

EDDARRNONN,

which is

closely comparable with a probable name of the same form on Brodie (see
under Brodie and Introduction).
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WEE.riNG

(Norfolk)

Antiquaries' Journal
Proc.

xxxii. 71 and pl.

Cambridge Ant. Soc.

Norfolk Archaeology

(R. R. Clarke).

XXIII a

xlvii ( 1953). 32 ( Lethbridge) •.

xxxi.

184-187 (R. R. Clarke).

Trans. Hon. Soc. Cymmr. 19 59. 40-42 (Cl L. Wrenn).

R. R. Clarke
D. Diringer

'East Anglia' (.APP. )

Illn. 44;

pp. 139, 230.

'the Alphabet' ( 3rd edn. ) vol. II ( illns. ) 21. 11 (c)

(wrongly captioned:

see vol. I

p. 417).

Norwich Castle Wruseum (Reg. No. 24- 950)
Clarke:
or

(U)LUCUVUTE

C(OVUM)ITELEG

EVUTUSUD( U)

GEDEVI( Muro) S

This, the third of the knife-handle inscriptions, was picked up on the
ground at Grid Ref. TL 758872 near a (Roman) archaeological site in
1947.

It is made of antler, and apart from its decoration is very

similar to those from Gurness and Bac Mhic Chonnain.

Lethbridge' s

hypothesis that it is of earlier iron-age date and not an ogham at all
(he compares other finds at illns. 1, 2, 36 on p. 27 of his article)
will not really hold:
strongly for

tha~

the inscription resembles other oghams too
However, there are only the two P1ctish examples

to make this one Pictish:

otherwise ( ~ apart from being

incomprehensible) it could equally well be Irish in orig~

Like that

from Uist, its presence is most easily explained as being due to trade
or (Viking?) raiders.
The handle has decoration of dots within triangles at its
narrow (hafted) end;

the inscription runs along opposite sides of it,

and there is no indication which way it sould be read.

One side (no. 2

in Clarke's drawing) has severe wear, and the inscription is not really
legible at this point.

Doubt also arises throughout since there is no
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fleasg, but the carving is careful and this is not a serious

proble~

The two readings will be taken towards the blade (cf. Gurness,
Bac Mhic Chonnain), but will be quoted in both directions.

(.A)

The side without wear (Clarke's 1 ).
A patch of wear starts this side but it does not seem ever to

have contained anythin&

The long stroke on the H-side before it is

probably not a letter (being longer than other strokes).
(1)

Three short strokes across:

U.

Half the first is lost in

the worn patch, and the letter may O+iginally have been longer.
The vowel-strokes are ver,y short, almost of Irish type.

( 2)

Two long B-group strokes:

(3)

Three vowel-strokes:

(4)

Four H-group strokes:

(5)

Three vowel-strokes:

(6)

V.

L,

U.
C.
U.

The first of the three strokes is longer than the next

two, which wbuld hardly cross the fleasg if it were drawn.

(7)

A further U.

(8)

T.

(9)

E, written with gradually lengthening strokes (though on the
whole the vowels, especially on this side, are quite short).

(B)

The side with a worn patch (Clarke's 2).
(1)

Apparently the remains of a G, being one and a half long
However, the handle would have to

sloping cross-strokes.

have been about a quarter-inch longer to accommodate the rest
of the G (it may have been longer still, though for
convenience it probably was not much longer).
(2)

Four short strokes, probably E, though slightly to one side of
the putative fleasg.

The second has a faint continuation

across, probably a slip.
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(3)

D.

(4)

A group of four strokes, the last three clearly vowels;

but

the first might be either another vowel-stroke, or else a B.
It is decidedly close to the other three if it is a
separate letter, so E is more

(5)

probabl~

There are traces of three B-group strokes here, though the
first two are a little cramped.

A patch of wear has

obliterated most of them, but V is fairly

(6)

sur~

Four vowel-strokes are clear, running into the illegible
patch.

This letter could be either E or I

After this & R Clarke's

r~othetical

therefor~

restoration cannot be

accepted, as examination of the bone showed no evidence for it, except
an end of his M sticking out of the dark patch.

However, even this is

dubious, since it must have been at a considerably greater slope than
the G if this is its

en~

However, it

m~

be tentatively accepted as

the sixth letter, after which comes a gap of :fu.tr to five strokes.

(7)

Two H-group strokes are' visible emerging from the worn patch,
thus D or a longer letter.

(8)

Two vowel strokes in this still unclear part:

( 9)

Four B-group strokes, giving S, finish the inscription.

0.

The readings are thus:
+

(A)

ULUCUVUTE

(B)

+
+
G:EDEVEM•••• DOS

(or

+

EVUTUSU.OO

(or

+

awa:y from the blade)
+

COL •••• MEITELEJ.

in the other

direction)
The preponderance of Us in one and Es in the other alignment
is ver,y strange, and makes one wonder how meaningful this inscription
ever waa ( one might compare similar meaningless inscriptions from
Ireland, ~ g. CIIC. 72, Aul tagh).
In conclusion, it should perhaps be pointed out that Wrenn's
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philological surmises are wholly without foundation, since, if the
bone is analogous in date with the other knife-handles (seventh-eighth
century? ) , it is tmlikely to have the earlier endings

-I

or -AS.

Moreover, the contents clearly are not Irish, and if they are Pictish
they are not

Celtic-Pictis~

All in all, a magical fornrula or

something analogous seems most likely.

WHITENESS

(Shetland)

PSAS. lxxxi. 191-19 3 and pl. XXII ( 4).

National Museum no. IB. 25 6.
A small fragment of sandstone, bearing .interlace and a few Ogham letter&
These are bind-oghams (cf. Abernethy and others), and several are quite
clear.
( 1)

The slope of two letters shows us which way to read it.
The remains of a B-group letter which originally held at
least three strokes, thus V, S or N.

( 2)

A clear N.

The bind stroke is slightly curved as the first

stroke is a little shorter than the others;

and it also

appears to continue a short distance beyond the first

( 3)

strok~

This letter gives every appearance of having the shape )
but this would be quite

unp~alleled

in

Oghams.

J

It

could be a much-worn D, with the side strokes being
attributable to wear, and further hints of a second stroke
accepted as such.

(4)

An .JA, fairly clear.

( 5)

A clear R, of which half the last stroke is lost.

binding on the left side is less clear than
The reading is thus

+

••• V'NJ?AR

(with

The

elsewher~

••• NNJ?AR perhaps the

most probable of the possibilities, since the predilection

...

~

..'"

',•\

1

I

0
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2.
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for doubled letters makes two Ns here a strong
possibility;

this v·rould reduce the consonant cluster).

Appendix

For the sake of completeness, the early inscriptions in
Roman letters from Pictland are here listed cursorily, though not all
are necessarily of a date with the Pictish Oghams.

FORDOUN
ss~

i

(Kincardineshire)
pl.

67 (no inscrn. )

ECHS. 217.
PSAS.

xxvi.

252 (Allen);

xxxii.

347 (Hhys v)

Diack XVI.

______________

.__

------------------

J
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Macalister no. 6.
The stone is not now in St. Palladiu.s' chapel but in the church of
rordoun beside it (in the village of Auchenblae), Grid Reference
N0/726784-

There used to be at least two lines of mixed half-uncials

and

on this class II stone;

capit2~s

but the upper one is alrrost

entirely lost and nothing can now be made of it (pace Macalister's
rurtesi).

However, the second line, though worn, is clearly legible,

and reads pidarnoin as all are

agree~

This word obviously bears some relation to the
of, for example, Brodie and Scoonie.

EDDARRNON

Macalist er may be right that the

p is the last letter of the previous word;

but this is hypothetical.

Nothing more can really be said (for the name involved see under Brodie);
the temptation to see the ending
nominative

-Qg

-~

as an Irish genitive singular of

should probably be resisted.

Dr. Stevenson puts the decoration on this stone at the
mid-eighth century, and Professor Jackson
probably eighth-century,

LErHNOTT

s~s

that the lettering is

to~

(Angus)

ECMS. 272.

CIIC. 509.
Diack XVII (well illustrated, pL 19)
PSAS. xix. 315.

National Museum no. IB. 132.
This stone has the remains of three lines of Hiberno-Saxon capitals;
only the lower two are legible (pace Macalister), and read filii medicii
quite clearly.

The stone is class III, and Dr. Stevenson puts the
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Lt. ~ ~- "' dt : JCr~. t:C.M5.
~(~o.l & ll'. tc.,-l~e
S'c..u.lp~t'f'\3 ~ ~

e~r:e..rf~.
----~--

-~---

------------------------------------

decoration in the first half of the ninth century.

Professor Jackson,

however, suggests that the lettering may be eighth century.

NEWTON

(Aberdeenshire)

Bibliography as under Newton in the Ogham section, but especially:
ECMS.

214, 215.

Antiquity ix. 389 (N1acalis ter)

PSAS. lxxxviii. 40 ( Gordon)
Diack's bibliography, pp. 109

sq~
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5- ~~f

I

I

'I'

fUf'-'

I

'

I

I

I

\
\

yrlJJhW"'

'\

I

.:hll£ )_) l I

}-\n.J~)
l

'\

\,,

()rohouoc:~ \
Uf\

\

.

1

t

\
I

~oyoyDuTJl:

---------------------····I

Unfortunately I am unable to make anything of the carvings on the face
of the stone, so will rest content with the following observations.
First, Gordon has proved satisfactorily that they are ancient, and thus
probably associated with the Ogham. _

Secondly, it is most unlikely

that anything so elaborate would be meaningless:
could one but arrive at it.

there is sense in it,

Thirdly, as Rhys and others have seen,

the first line looks like (but ~ not be) ett~ which is sinular to
IDDAI

at the beg:inning of the Ogham

Beyond this the similarity

ceases, except for the possible correspondence between the swastika and
the E-forfid, for which no ready explanation comes to

min~

Even if it were decipherable, of course, the stone might not
be a 'Rosetta stone for the Plctish Oghams':

it is probably more like

some of the Vlelsh ogha.m>, which have the same inscription in two
alphabets (though others, admittedly, are in tv10 languages).

But this

does not detract at all from the ver.y great interest that would arise
if somebody were to decipher this most tantalising of inscriptions.
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PAPA

sss.

S'rRONSA
i

p.

( Orlmey)

14;

pl.

42·

PSAS. xxvi. 291 (Rhys 10);

xxxii.

372 (Rhys xiii).

ECMS. 21.

There does not appear to be any modern information as to the whereabouts
of this class III stone, last mentioned (Allen) ·as being in the
possession of 'Wrr. Heddle of 1lilsetter'.
be a likely place.
unsure of himself;

The museum at Kirkwall would

Rhys reads the stone as dne ire su but seems very
Allen appears more confident in reading dne di.

1'o-.r ().. Sh-onso..

oftvST.

NINIAN' S

ISLE

(Shetland)

Antiquity :xxxiii (T. J. Brown);
Picts ( APP. ) pl.

£C~S.

no. 4
xxxiv. 38 (Jackson).

25.

ed. O'Dell, 'the St. Ninian's Isle treasure', p. 46.
The writing on this probable sword-chape is in a miniscule hand,
considered by Professor Jackson to be eighth century or earlier ninth
century, which agrees with the opinion of art-historians on the date

Fig.

Inscriptt"on {I).

I.

of the hoard.

Inscription (2).

The tv.o inscriptions (one on each side) read:

( 1)

in

nomine

(2)

resad

d s

fili

( = dei

summi)

spusscio

The script of the first is slightly neater and more formal.
The second is particularly interesting for giving one of the clearest
examples of what are presumably Pictish names.

spusscio

is

interesting as well for showing a double s, which may be a parallel
to the common habit of doubling letters in the stone inscriptions
(though this is of course a common practise in Irish oghams as well).
It is notable that oghams and Roman letters seem to have
been used concurrently, presumably by the general populace, for
chattel inscriptions (probably to indicate ownership):

compare

Buckquoy and the three lmife-handles (and also the Hunterston Brooch
and Stockrue Broch whorl for a third alphabet, not much later in date).

SI'. VIGEAN' S

sss. i

(Angus)

pl. 69;

ii

('The Drosten-Stone')
pll. 126, 128 (p. 70).

ECMS. 25 0-25 2.

PSAS. i. 81' 294vii. 19 (R. Carr)
ix.

496 and pl. 23, no. 5.

1.97

IL . . ~~-~
c1(2or-cc n:-

TPE 'LJO pc:c

CLC F0/2

i

cur-.

{

I

I

ll

'\

'

I

•

..

'· ' ~

J
St.\J~t\C...flll\?
.j

xxvi. 268 (Rhys 3)
xxxii. 346 (Rhys iv)
Nicholson

C

Diack X:V.
Macalister
'Picts'

4-

(APP. ) pl. 26.

PP. 123, 140 sqq.
This magnificent class II stone in the St. Vigean' s museum has an
inscription in rounded miniscule at the bottom of one of its narrower
sides.

Professor Jackson dates the lettering to the ninth century,

and Dr. Stevenson the decoration to the middle or later ninth century.
Though there have been other versions, it is generally agreed that it
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reads:
drosten :.
ipeuoret
ettfor :.
eus
There was considerably more space available for the inscription, had
it been needed;

the three dots are apparently used to fill up the

line where it was not wanted to insert the next letter or two (which
implies that it may fall into words largely as it appears on the
stone), and thus are not comparable with the dots in the Bressay and
lunnasting oghams, which are word-dividers.

According to Ma.calister

the three dots are paralleled on the Fordoun stone.

1

I have been

unable to confirm this.
There are many possibilities for identification of the
names on this stone, depending partly on how one divides the words up;
but Drostan is cm attested Pictish name in many sources:

AFM. 717;
Nominative;

ATig. 713,

.AIJ. 718 and the Book of Deer Notes all have that form as the

there is an Irish genitive Drostain at AU. 712 (= .ATig. 713;

cf. Nechtain, A.Tig. 635, 686, etc.;

Jackson, 'Book of Deer Notes' p.

with which Stokes compares Hllbner's Drostagni

(?). 2

42.),

He also quotes a

gen. sg.. Druisten on f. 92 r. of Laud MS. · 610 (the Irish Nennius).

There

are also several kings called Drust in FKL. (with a genitive Drosto at
ATig. 678).

·The -_w"-~ ending is from *-agnos '(cf. Htl.bner' s reading),

1. p. 198.

2. TPS. 1888-90 p. 40L
Iill.bner' s reading is in Inscr. Chr. Brit. , no. 20,
from Castledor; = CIIC. J.J37.
The reading is difficult (Macalister
Cirusinius), but cf. Mrs. Bromwich, Cymmr. Trans. 1953 pp. 47-48, and
TYP. 445, where it appears that the reading of Hllbner is supported by
Raleigh Radford and Professor Jackson.
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and the forms without it may imply that
in Pictish (cf.

-~

remained a formative sui'fix

Talorc, Talorggan, and others).

The name is the

origin of the Arthurian Tristan1 , and seems also to have given rise to
· d in Iceland which occurs in
1,ros t ans f·"
Jor dur, the name of a fJor

Landn~bO'k (it is in fact the upper part of Patreksf jgrdur ). 2
As regards the other words, there is a 'Forcus son of MacErce' in Adomnan, Vita S. Columbae i. 7, also mentioned by Stokes.

It

is an Irish name (from ~Worgustus 'super-choice'), and is not the same
as Fergus (from *Wirogustus 'choice man' ).

A mixture of Irish and

Pictish names is quite acceptable in a ninth-century

inscriptio~

If

Uoret is a name one may compare Wrad, a name in PKL. , and Old Breton

In this case ett may be Latin (or possibly a Pictish

Uuoret.3

inflexion of some kind, cf. Golspie

.AL:LHAL.WRREDD, Keiss Bay

NEHI'Er ) ;

alternatively it is possible that the woman's name Ete4 is present.

TARBAT

(Ross and Cromarty)

ECMS. 96.
CIIC. 513.
'Picts' (APP. )

pl. 27.

National Museum,

IB.

17~.

This class III stone has a long and legible (though incomplete)
inscription with the letters in relief, not
Allen read:
IN

NOMI

NEihUXPI
1. TYP. 329 sqq.
/

2. Islenzk Fornri t I, pp. 178, 179.
3. PP. 140.
4. Book of Deer Notes, III. L

sunke~

Macalis ter and
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CRUX XPI

INCO}Il M
EMORA~r

IONE REO
• • • • TII
• EQUIESC
The lettering is similar to that on Lethnott, ~1d Kermodel
compares that of a cross at Kirk Maughold in Man. 2
nature of the letters is however quite

The relief

unparallele~

1. P&\S. xlV. 444.
2. 11fanx Crosses' no. 27;

CIIC. 1067, numbered 1068 on pL LXIV.

